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Executive Summary

The scholarly literature includes dozens of studies that show that the Direct Instruction program, Reading Mastery (RM), is highly effective. Despite this large and consistent body of work, a report published by the What Works Clearinghouse in November 2013 stated that it could find “no studies of Reading Mastery that fall within the scope of the Beginning Reading review protocol [and] meet What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) evidence standards” (WWC, 2013b, p. 1). This NIFDI technical report documents a surprising number of errors in the WWC analysis.

The WWC uses a three step process to identify research studies of educational interventions. Significant errors were found at each stage. The first step identifies studies for review. While the WWC 2013 report listed 166 studies found at this step, fifteen of them (9% of the total) were either not about Reading Mastery or were included twice in the list. In addition, forty-two efficacy studies of RM that clearly met the protocol were omitted from the list. Fifteen of these articles were included in bibliographies of relevant articles submitted to the WWC by NIFDI,

At step two the WWC screens studies in two general areas. The first area of review is designed to ensure that the studies meet the review protocol in terms of subject matter, range of grades, student population, and date of publication identified for the review. The WWC reported that 60 studies (omitting the non-RM studies) were rejected for these reasons. NIFDI's analysis indicated that 76 should have been rejected for these reasons. Thus, of the 150 unique studies of Reading Mastery identified by the WWC only 74 were efficacy studies that met the review protocol. The 74 efficacy studies identified by the WWC and the 42 additional studies identified by the author could be seen as a relatively complete listing of the literature on Reading Mastery for beginning readers in general education that met the review protocol. The WWC did not identify over one-third of this literature.

The second area of review at step two involves screening the efficacy studies to see if they use a pretest-posttest control group design, which the WWC requires. Of the 74 efficacy studies that were identified by the WWC, 43 were rejected from consideration at step 2 for having an unacceptable design. As explained in the companion technical report, standard methodological writings in the social sciences note that a wide variety of other designs are just as good, and often better, for educational settings, than the one preferred by the WWC. If standard methodological practices regarding acceptable research designs were used,

---

1 The author gratefully acknowledges the extraordinarily skilled assistance of Timothy Wood in compiling information for this report and the helpful comments of Muriel Berkeley, Douglas Carnine, Christina Cox, Gary Davis, Siegfried Engelmann, and Jerry Silbert on earlier drafts. All conclusions and opinions in this document are, however, the sole responsibility of the author.
about three-fifths of the studies rejected at step 2 for reasons related to design could have been examined.

The third step of the WWC review process is designed to see if the studies accepted at step two conform to WWC “standards of evidence.” At this stage, the WWC rejected all of the remaining 31 efficacy studies in their list. The companion technical report compares the WWC standards of evidence to accepted methodological practices, documenting significant differences in the WWC approach and the scholarly literature. Analysis of the 31 studies rejected at step 3 determined that, if standard methodological criteria had been used, almost half of them (n=15) would have been included in a review.

In total, of the 74 efficacy studies that the WWC identified as fitting the review protocol for Beginning Reading, over half (n=40 or 54%) would have been examined if the traditionally accepted methodological standards of the social sciences had been applied. Each of these studies employed a comparison group design that is commonly accepted within the methodological literature. When the 42 studies not included in the WWC listing are considered, there are over 80 studies of RM that fit the WWC’s protocol, used a comparison group design, met standard methodological criteria for internally valid research designs, and thus could have been reviewed.

Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) were computed for results of 38 of the 40 analyses identified by the WWC that could have been examined. Effect sizes summarize the difference between an intervention and a control condition as a percentage of the common standard deviation (variability) of the two groups. An effect size of zero indicates no difference between the groups. Traditionally, effect sizes of .25 or larger have been seen as educationally significant (Tallmadge, 1977). The average effect sizes in these 38 analyses ranged from -.53 to 2.44. Almost three fourths of the studies had average effects that were larger than the .25 criterion. Only one had an average effect less than -.25 (showing an educationally significant advantage for the non-RM program). The average effect across all 38 studies was .57, more than twice the .25 level denoting educational importance. This average value is similar to the average effect sizes found in meta-analyses of RM in the research literature.

It is suggested that substantial changes are needed in WWC procedures and policies to ensure that reports accurately reflect the research literature. Until such changes are made users are advised to consult reviews of studies in the standard research literature rather than the WWC summaries.
Reading Mastery for Beginning Readers: An Analysis of Errors in a What Works Clearinghouse Report

The What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) is a federally funded program established in 2002 to evaluate educational interventions and provide summary ratings and reports of their effectiveness. The WWC’s website describes their organization as a “trusted source of scientific evidence for what works in education to improve student outcomes” and as providing “accurate information on education research” (WWC, 2013a). Yet, the reports of the WWC often directly contradict those within the research literature, giving high ratings to programs for which scholars have found little positive evidence and negative ratings to programs that have accrued substantial positive evidence. Such contradictions are associated with a report on Reading Mastery issued by the WWC in November, 2013.

Reading Mastery (RM) is a reading program that is part of the Direct Instruction corpus of curricula. A large body of literature has documented the effectiveness of Direct Instruction programs in promoting achievement. In a recent review Coughlin (2014) summarized several extensive reviews of these studies, noting the consistent and strong support for the programs’ efficacy (e.g. Adams and Engelmann, 1996; Kinder, et al., 2005; Przychodzin-Havis, et al., 2005; Schieffer, et al., 2002). Authors of the meta-analyses have commented on the extensive nature and quality of this literature base, especially in comparison to other programs (e.g Borman, et al., 2003, p. 141; Hattie, 2009, pp. 206-207). Yet, the WWC’s November 2013 review reported that it could find “no studies of Reading Mastery that fall within the scope of the Beginning Reading review protocol [and] meet What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) evidence standards” (WWC, 2013b, p. 1). Why did this discrepancy occur? Given the large literature about Reading Mastery, how could the WWC find no studies of its efficacy that it considered acceptable?

This paper, and a companion one (NIFDI Technical Report 2014-3) examine that question. The results indicate that the differences involve two general issues: 1) the policies of the WWC and the ways in which they differ from those typically used within the social sciences and 2) errors in the review procedures of the WWC. The companion report examines the policies of the WWC, contrasting their procedures with traditional and standard methodological approaches. This report focuses specifically on errors in the November 2013 analysis of Reading Mastery. A forthcoming report (NIFDI Technical Report 2014-5) documents the extent to which numerous other organizations and individuals have found serious errors in WWC procedures, policies, and reports.
The WWC’s Procedures and Standards Handbook (WWC, 2014) describes three steps of work in selecting studies to include in reviews. The first involves identifying relevant literature. This is followed by an initial screening of the identified materials to determine if they are eligible for review within the protocol and if they use the required type of research design. Studies that meet these general eligibility criteria are then examined to see if they meet the WWC methodological standards of evidence. Only studies that pass this third step are then reviewed. For the November 2013 report none of the identified studies passed this third step. However, our analysis found disturbing errors in each of the points in the decision process. If more appropriate review procedures had been used, the conclusions regarding Reading Mastery would have been strikingly different and would have paralleled the judgment of the scholarly research community that Reading Mastery is highly effective.

The following sections of this report examine results of the three steps in the WWC’s 2013 review of Reading Mastery for beginning readers, documenting errors that occurred at each step. A final section summarizes the analysis and discusses ways in which errors such as those documented here could be avoided in the future. Extensive appendices provide supporting details.

**Step 1: Identifying Relevant Literature**

Summaries of the literature always begin with identifying relevant sources. The WWC protocol for the review of beginning reading programs (WWC 2012) describes its procedures for this step, listing databases to be consulted, keywords, and other sources. The general WWC procedures and policy handbook notes that studies are gathered through a comprehensive search of published and unpublished research literature, including submissions from intervention distributors/developers, researchers, and the public to the WWC Help Desk. Only studies that are publicly available are eligible for inclusion in a WWC review (WWC, 2014, p. 6)

From their review of the Direct Instruction literature the WWC reported that it “identified 166 studies of Reading Mastery for beginning readers that were published or released between 1983 and 2012” (WWC 2013b, p. 1) (Citations to all studies included in the WWC listing are in Appendix A.)

Examination of this listing found surprising errors. One of the most disturbing results of the review was the discovery that the list of 166 studies actually included 13 works that did not involve Reading Mastery, but instead focused on other programs. Five of the studies looked at Reading Recovery, an individualized tutoring program that uses a whole language approach and is not related at all to the Direct Instruction tradition to which Reading
Mastery belongs. Six other studies involved a variety of approaches, such as “Big Books,” Headsprout, and Earobics; and two used other Direct Instruction programs, Corrective Reading and Horizons. The fact that these studies did not examine Reading Mastery is usually clear from the titles of the works, and is always apparent from the content. Thus, the WWC actually identified 153 studies involving RM, not 166. Approximately eight percent of the studies originally listed did not involve Reading Mastery, but were about other programs.

Two works were listed twice by the WWC. One was written by SRA/McGraw Hill (2005, n.d.m.) and appeared with the same title and author but different years. Another study (O’Brien and Ware, 2002) was given two different designations. It was listed as ineligible for review because it did not use an accepted study design (rejected at step 2). However, it was also included in the list of studies that passed the protocol screening at step 2, but was rejected at step 3 for using “a quasi-experimental design in which the analytic intervention and comparison groups are not shown to be equivalent” (WWC 2013b, pp. 4, 10). Two other articles (Marchand-Martella, et al., 2006, 2007) reported on the same data set with identical results given in both publications. These two articles were only considered once in the present analysis. When the two SRA/McGraw Hill articles and the Marchand-Martella works are combined, 150 unique studies related to RM were in the list of studies originally identified by the WWC. (See Table 1.)

The NIFDI Office of Research and Evaluation notified the WWC of a number of these errors in early 2014. The WWC issued a revised report in March, 2014 that corrected the errors that NIFDI had reported to them, noting that they had been mistakenly included. However, the March 2014 posting retained the date of the WWC report as November, 2013, giving readers no discernable indication that there was new information or revisions included in the report.

---

2 European Centre for Reading Recovery, 2012; Harvey, 2012; Lewis, 2012; McClendon, 2012; Redding, 2012.
5 Three of the thirteen studies were found to be eligible for review (meeting the protocol for the review and examined, and subsequently rejected, at stage 3). Of these, two (McClendon, 2012; Redding, 2012) were rejected because the groups were found to be unequal prior to the intervention, and one (Harvey, 2012) was rejected because the outcomes were measured in a way that was inconsistent with the protocol. The other studies were reported as not meeting the eligibility criteria and were rejected at stage 2. Lewis (2012) was omitted because fewer than 50% of the students were in general education. The other 9 articles were rejected because they did not use one of the accepted designs.
6 While the WWC includes no explanation of this discrepancy it may reflect the fact that two different analysis procedures were used in the O’Brien and Ware (2002) study, as described in Appendix B. Another study (Stockard and Engelmann, 2010) was also listed twice, but this reflected the fact that it reported data on two different samples each involving different designs. The WWC made this distinction in their listing. One part of the Stockard and Engelmann (2010) study used a subset of the data included in Stockard (2011). These results are combined in the computations of average effect sizes and the meta-analysis in the companion technical report. For purposes of counting articles they have remained separate.
Table 1

Errors in Decisions at Step 1 of the Selection of Studies for the November 2013 WWC Review of Reading Mastery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Studies in Original List</th>
<th>166</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Studies About Programs Other than RM</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Studies Listed Twice</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Number of Unique Studies of RM Identified</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The WWC review also omitted a relatively large number of studies about the program. The review protocol states that the literature search will include “checking prior reviews and research syntheses (i.e. using the reference lists of prior reviews and research syntheses to make sure that key studies have not been omitted)” (WWC, 2012, p. 19). To date, 42 studies of RM that appear to fit the protocol and should have been included in the listing have been identified. Over a third (n=15) of these works had been given to the WWC in NIFDI’s response to their 2008 report on Reading Mastery. It is unclear why the WWC chose to ignore the bibliography that had been supplied to them, for, as cited above, the procedures handbook notes explicitly that such submissions will be considered.\(^7\) The list of articles that were omitted and the procedure for choosing them is in Appendix B. It is important to note that these 42 studies are a relatively small subset of the available studies on Reading Mastery. They include only those that appear to fit the protocol and would have passed the screening process in step 2, which is described in the next section.

**Step 2: Screening Materials for Eligibility**

The second step of the WWC review process involves determining if the identified studies met the protocol for the review and were thus eligible for further screening. At this step the WWC rejected about 80 percent of the studies (132 of the 166 studies listed, or 120 of the 150 in the corrected count). Again, there were surprising discrepancies and apparent errors in these decisions. The errors “went both ways.” In other words, sometimes the WWC included studies for review when they clearly did not meet the protocol. At other times, they rejected studies when they could have, arguably, been included.

\(^7\) An analysis of the WWC review of the use of Reading Mastery with students with learning disabilities documented a similar pattern of the WWC ignoring a large proportion of the literature, even when it had been supplied to them. As described by Stockard and Wood (2013, p. 4), “the WWC appears to have ignored well over half of the material that directly addressed the use of Reading Mastery with students with learning disabilities, even when presented with extensive analyses that demonstrated its relevance. Moreover, their decisions about which studies to include appear to be highly selective.”
Table Two summarizes the reasons that the WWC used to discard studies at this step. The reasons for rejecting a study are separated into two broad categories: 1) those not related to the design of a study (top part of the table) and 2) those related to a study’s design (bottom part of the table). The first column of data gives the numbers reported by the WWC (n = 132). The second column gives the numbers when studies regarding programs other than RM and the double counted items were counted only once (n=120). The third column summarizes the analysis of the material discussed below regarding the number of studies for which the WWC’s decisions could be questioned and the determination of a more accurate classification of the 120 studies that were rejected at step 2.

From their review of the identified studies the WWC staff concluded that 60 studies were ineligible for reasons not related directly to their design. Two general types of reasons were given: 1) the studies did not analyze the effect of RM, but instead were a literature review, meta-analysis, or other type of study (n=22, corrected count in column 2); or 2) they did not conform to the protocol’s criteria regarding the specified grade range (K-3 for beginning reading), student characteristics (general education), or outcome measures (reading skills) (n=38, corrected count in column 2). Because of time constraints, a complete review of the 60 articles that were rejected for these non-design related reasons was not conducted. (None of the 42 additional studies that are in Appendix B would have been rejected for these reasons.) However, each of the 60 articles rejected for reasons related to the study's design was examined. A summary of the errors found in these decisions is discussed in the first sub-section below. The second sub-section describes the results of studies that should, arguably, have been included in the WWC’s analysis if standard methodological criteria had been used.

**Decision Errors at Step Two**

Of the 60 studies rejected at step 2 for reasons related to the study's design, most were discarded because they did not use a “comparison group design” (n=58), and the others were omitted because the intervention was judged to be bundled with other components (n=2). Examination of these 60 studies revealed a number of cases where these decisions could be questioned.

First, the examination indicated that 16 of these 60 studies did not fit the protocol and should have been excluded for non-design related reasons. Two of the reports were not

---

As explained in the text, Marchand-Martella, et al. 2006 and Marchand-Martella, et al., 2007 reported on the same data set and were treated as only one study in our analysis. The O’Brien and Ware (2002) article has remained as part of the count in our analyses of both Stage 2 and Stage 3 because it reported on two types of designs, one of which may have been more acceptable to the WWC than the other. (It was reported as rejected in both stages.)
efficacy studies, but looked at implementation and teacher attitudes;\(^9\) eight did not look at general education students, but at programs serving students with moderate to severe disabilities;\(^10\) and four did not disaggregate and/or include data for grades included in the WWC's Beginning Reading Protocol.\(^11\) In addition, despite extensive searches we were never able to locate copies of two works and are unsure if they actually exist.\(^12\)

Table Two
Studies Rejected at Step 2 of the WWC Review (n=120, Corrected Count)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons Not Related to Study Design</th>
<th>Original WWC Count</th>
<th>When Non-RM Studies and Duplicates are Omitted</th>
<th>Corrected Numbers Based on Our Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature review or meta-analysis</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not examine effectiveness of an intervention</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students were not in Grades K-3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer than 50% General Education Students</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findings not disaggregated by Age or Grade Range Specified</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not include a domain specified in the protocol</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not publicly available</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasons Related to Study Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundled the intervention with other components</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not use a &quot;comparison group design&quot;</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Acceptable with Standard Criteria</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Discrepancies between the first and second column of data reflect the original inclusion of 10 articles that were not about RM, two that were double counted (SRA/McGraw Hill 2005j, n.d.m.), and two articles that reported on the same data set (Marchand-Martella, et al., 2006, 2007). When the 10 non-RM articles and two of the double-counted ones are removed the total number rejected at step 2 is 120 rather than 132. (Another of the double counted articles (O'Brien and Ware) was retained in this section because it also appeared in decisions regarding step 3. In addition, three of the non-RM studies were not rejected until step 3 of the review.)

\(^9\) Elias, 2009; Shelton, 2010
\(^10\) Chamberlain, 1987; De La Cruz, 2009; Humphries, et al., 2005; SRA/McGraw-Hill 2006f,g; 2007c, n.d. h, o
\(^11\) SRA/McGraw Hill 2006c,d; 2007a,n.d.f
\(^12\) Asfendis, 2008; Intensive, tailored tuition raise literacy, 2012. Searches in WorldCat, an index of material in libraries throughout the world, did not include either of these works. A search for the 2012 article in the journal in which it was supposedly published held nothing related to the article title nor any entries for Reading Mastery nor Direct Instruction.
Second, using standard methodological criteria there are reasons to question a number of the WWC’s decisions to reject studies. While the WWC reported that two studies “bundled” RM with another intervention, this issue actually affected ten of the listed studies (one of those listed by the WWC in this category and nine additional studies\(^{13}\)). The WWC reported that all the other efficacy studies were rejected because they “did not use a comparison group design.” This decision appears to be accurate for 9 of the studies,\(^{14}\) but could be legitimately questioned for the others. In total, there appear to be reasons to question over half of the WWC’s decisions regarding studies rejected at step two for reasons related to the study design, a surprisingly high rate of error. The errors appeared to occur with each of the types of decisions that were made. The next section summarizes the results of studies that should have, arguably, been considered if standard methodological criteria had been used.

**Studies of RM That Could Have Been Accepted At Step Two but Were Not**

Appendix C describes each of the 25 studies that were rejected at step 2 but that would have been accepted for review by the WWC if standard methodological criteria had been used. Methodologists recommend a large number of research designs for studies in field settings such as schools. As described in the companion report (NIFDI Technical Report 2014-3), the standard literature specifically cautions against the use of randomized control trials in such settings and recommends a variety of other designs that can have high internal and external validity. It also calls for the accumulation of many different studies and comparing the results across a range of populations and settings. The discussion in this subsection builds on that tradition.

Each of the 25 efficacy studies identified by the WWC and rejected at step 2 that should have arguably been included for review had data on a comparative population that did not receive RM. This allows the computation of effect sizes, a standard metric used to describe the impact of an intervention. Most of the studies used a variation of the cohort control group design, a design specifically recommended as appropriate for school settings (Campbell and Stanley, 1963; Cook and Campbell, 1979; Shadish, Cook, and Campbell, 2002). Of the 20 studies that used this design, eight used data from previous cohorts as a comparison group, nine compared changes across cohorts to those in a larger population, and three compared changes across cohorts to normative populations. Other designs used were a pretest-posttest normative control group design (n=2), posttest only design with the control and intervention groups matched on pre-intervention achievement (n=1), a pretest-posttest gain score repeated measures design (n=1), and a pretest-posttest control group

\(^{13}\) Kubinda, Commons, & Heckard, 2009; Simmons, Coyne, Kwok, McDonagh, Harn, & Kame’enuity, 2008; Nanda & Fredrick, 2007; SRA/McGraw Hill, 2007a; n.d.d, c, e, i, j, k, q

\(^{14}\) SRA/McGraw Hill 2005a,c,f,g,k, m; 2006h; n.d.d, g
design with random assignment (n=1). Most importantly, all of these studies have designs that incorporate “comparison groups” and, as documented in the companion report, are recommended by standard methodological traditions in the social sciences.

Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) were calculated for 24 of the 25 studies. Effect sizes are a common metric used to summarize the impact of educational interventions. They summarize the difference between an intervention and a control condition as a percentage of the common standard deviation (variability) of the two groups. An effect size of zero indicates no difference between the groups. Traditionally, effect sizes of .25 or larger have been seen as educationally important (Tallmadge, 1977). Only one of the 24 studies had an average effect size that was negative. In contrast, 19 of the studies (79%) had average effect sizes that equaled or surpassed .25. The average effect size was .54, more than twice the traditional standard. This value is similar to that reported in various meta-analyses of the impact of Reading Mastery on student achievement. Descriptions of each of these 25 studies are in Appendix C.

Step 3: Meeting the WWC Standards of Evidence
The WWC reported that 31 of the 150 studies of RM that were identified (corrected count) employed an acceptable design and were thus examined at step 3 to see if they met the WWC standards of evidence. In other words, the WWC found 31 studies that employed a pretest-posttest control group design (passing step 2). However, they found that none of these studies met the additional “standards of evidence.” Thus, they were all excluded from consideration at step 3.

This section looks at these 31 studies and the reasons that they were rejected for further analysis. As shown in Table Three, four general reasons were cited: a lack of group equivalence at pretest (n=13), unacceptable confound (n=10), having “one unit per condition” (n=7), and not meeting WWC pilot single-case design standards (n=1). The companion report has a methodologically oriented discussion of these standards. This report focuses on the validity of the decisions.

15 This large federally funded study would appear to meet the WWC’s definition of an acceptable design and has been accepted in WWC reviews of other topic areas. It was rejected for the November 2013 review of RM for beginning reading because of a supposed bundling of RM with other interventions. Details on the study and a specific critique of the WWC’s decision are in the discussion of this study in Appendix C.
16 At the time of writing we had not been able to locate information on norms for one of the studies (Watkins, 2008), so it is not included in the analysis of effect sizes.
17 This was calculated using the study as the unit of analysis. The companion technical report gives results of mixed models that had the individual effect size as the unit of analysis and controlled for study level effects.
18 As described above, three other studies were listed in the original WWC report about RM as being rejected at step 3, but actually involved a curriculum other than Reading Mastery (Harvey, 2012; McClendon, 2012; Redding, 2012). The studies of McClendon (2012) and Redding (2012) were rejected because the groups were deemed to be not equivalent at baseline. Harvey (2012) was rejected for having “outcomes that are overaligned with the intervention or measured in a way that is inconsistent with the protocol.” It is unclear why reviewers were able to make these judgments without understanding that the studies did not involve RM.
Table Three
Studies Rejected at Step 3 of the WWC Review (n=31, Corrected Count)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Original WWC Count</th>
<th>When Non-RM Studies and Duplicates are Omitted</th>
<th>Corrected Numbers Based on Our Review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Equivalent Groups</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confounded Design</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Unit Per Condition</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doesn't Meet Case Study Criteria</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problematic Measure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligible for Review</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The discrepancies between the first and second columns of data reflect the inclusion of three studies that were about programs other than Reading Mastery in the WWC analysis. Two of these were rejected for having non-equivalent groups and the third was rejected for issues with the dependent measure. It is unclear why the reviewers did not realize that the studies involved a program other than Reading Mastery.

As with the decisions at step 2, examination indicated that the WWC's decisions appeared appropriate in some cases, but, if criteria commonly accepted in the social sciences were used, almost half of these studies (n=15) should have been included for analysis. Appendix D has descriptions of each of the 31 studies and the effect sizes associated with the results of those that should have, arguably, been retained for analysis. The discussion in the following sub-sections summarizes the analysis, looking at each of the general WWC standards.

**Studies Rejected for a Lack of Group Equivalence**
Thirteen of the 31 studies rejected at step 3 were dismissed from consideration by the WWC because they used “a quasi-experimental design in which the analytic intervention and comparison groups are not shown to be equivalent.” In other words, while the design compared two groups, the WWC determined that the groups were not equivalent before the intervention occurred. Our analysis indicated that seven of these 13 decisions were appropriate. These studies included various characteristics that rendered the groups incomparable including combining RM with another curriculum;\(^{19}\) including only students who received RM, but different time devoted to instruction;\(^{20}\) and differing levels of

\(^{19}\) Kamps, et al, 2008, Neely, 1995; Ryder, et al., 2003; Thames, et al., 2006; Thomson, 1991
\(^{20}\) League, 2001
implementation support and/or no pretest information\textsuperscript{21} (see Appendix D for additional details). However, this decision could be questioned with the other six studies within this sub-group.\textsuperscript{22} All of these studies used a pretest-posttest control group design, and all but one of them used multivariate statistics to control for pre-test differences. The exception used gain scores as a method of control.

The WWC has stringent, set criteria regarding differences between groups at pretest, rejecting any study for which the differences exceed .25 of a standard deviation on any of the measures and requiring statistical adjustments if differences are greater than .05 of a standard deviation.\textsuperscript{23} Data were provided to examine differences in group scores at pretest for four of the six studies. Our calculations indicated that all of the differences fell well below the .25 criterion set by the WWC (and thus should have been acceptable with statistical controls) for three of these four articles. It is unclear why these three studies were rejected using this criterion. The exception involved a very large federally funded study (Crowe, et al., 2009) that included comparisons with several different curricula and across multiple grades. The intervention group differed at pretest from the comparison group by more than .25 s.d. on 3 of the 15 comparisons, but the average difference between the groups was .12 s.d. As explained in the companion report, given the number of comparisons involved, the few differences that exceeded the .25 criterion would be quite likely to have appeared simply by chance.

The effect sizes (Cohen’s d) associated with these six studies ranged from .11 to .97, with an average of .42. Three-fifths of the effects were larger than the .25 level generally used to denote educational importance.

**Studies Rejected for an Unacceptable Confound**

Ten articles were listed as rejected because there was some type of confound within the design: the intervention was combined with another intervention (n=8), the effects were not reported separately for the intervention (n=1), or the “intervention was not implemented as

\textsuperscript{21} McCollum, et al., 2007

\textsuperscript{22} Two of the six studies (Stockard, 2011 and Stockard and Engelmann, 2010) reported on the same data set, and their results were combined in the analysis reported here and in the multivariate analysis in the companion technical report.

\textsuperscript{23} As explained more fully in the companion report, this criterion is relatively difficult to meet, especially when samples are small or when multiple measures are used. Many of the designs recommended by the standard methodological tradition do not require pretests, using other methods to determine group equivalence and internal validity. In addition, the WWC includes no provision for examining studies where an intervention begins a study with substantially lower scores than a comparison group, but, at the end of the intervention have higher scores – clearly indicating an important effect. Several of the studies rejected by the WWC and described in Appendices C and D had this result.
designed” (n=1), an apparent reference to the fidelity of implementation. As described in Appendix D, our analysis indicated that six of these decisions were probably appropriate.24

However, the WWC’s decision to exclude studies because of potentially confounding effects could be questioned for the other four studies in this group. Two of these were relatively small studies using a pretest-posttest control group design with random assignment. The other two reported evaluations of large-scale implementations in urban areas using a pretest-posttest control group design with statistical adjustments. As described in Appendix D, it is difficult to understand the reason for the WWC’s determination regarding the two studies with randomized assignment (Jones, 2002; Umbac, et al., 1989), and it is asserted that the WWC’s judgment of one of the large scale field studies (Carlson & Francis, 2002) involved faulty logic. The fourth study (Mac Iver & Kemper, 2002) was rejected because of apparent issues with fidelity of implementation, yet the authors reported data separately for the groups with varying levels of fidelity and those results could have been potentially included in a more inclusive review.25

The average effect sizes (Cohen’s d) associated with these four studies ranged from .11 to 2.43, with an average of .96. Three fifths of the individual calculated effects were larger than the .25 level generally used to denote educational importance.

Studies Rejected for Having One Unit per Condition

Seven articles were listed as being rejected because “the measures of effectiveness cannot be attributed solely to the intervention—there was only one unit assigned to one or both conditions.” This standard requires that a study include more than one unit in each comparison group, defining a unit as “a single teacher, classroom, school, or district” (WWC, 2014, p. 19) Examination of the seven studies rejected for this reason indicated that three of the decisions appear to have been appropriate.26 In two of the studies (Ryder, et al. 2006; Wiltz & Wilson, 2006), all of the students received RM for reading instruction and there was no comparison group that had not received the program. In the other study, the results with RM were combined with other interventions, and the impact of RM could not be separately determined (Wills, et al., 2010). Thus, while it was appropriate to exclude the three studies, it does not appear that the “one unit” standard captures the reasons for the exclusion.

The decisions to reject the other four studies could be questioned. One (Ashworth, 1999) compared reading achievement of two classes of second grade students, both of which were taught by the same teacher, but in different years, one class using a basal textbook and the other using RM. Two studies (Green, 2010; Stockard and Engelmann, 2010) used a pretest-

---


25 As would be expected, effect sizes were larger with higher levels of fidelity.

26 Ryder, et al, 2006; Wiltz & Wilson, 2006; Wills, et al., 2010
posttest control group design with statistical controls to compare changes in achievement over time in two schools with similar demographic and achievement histories. The fourth study involved one school, but used a cohort control group design as well as a pretest-posttest with norm comparison design. Each of the latter three studies involved multiple classrooms and teachers in both the intervention and control groups. While all four of the studies failed to meet the WWC’s “one unit” standard, by having one teacher or school per treatment, they would be fully acceptable using standard methodological criteria. Studies with one school per treatment had multiple teachers, and the study involving one teacher had different classrooms, a commonly accepted way to control for teacher effects. (See Appendix D for more details).

One of the four studies (Green, 2010) had an average effect size that was negative (-.53), while all the other averages were positive, ranging from .23 to 1.60. The overall average for these four studies was .62, again more than twice the traditional standard for educational importance.

**Study Rejected for Not Meeting WWC Pilot Single-Case Design Standards**

One study (Goss & Brown-Chidsey, 2012) was listed as not meeting WWC single-case design standards. This study included 6 dyads of first grade students, all in Tier 2 and thus in need of extra help. Their progress in reading through the fall of one school year was examined. Members of the dyads were matched on initial fall DIBELS scores and then randomly assigned to receive Tier 2 instruction in Reading Mastery or an alternative program. Several DIBELS measures were collected throughout the fall, and differences in the growth of members of each pair were examined. While all students made progress, those in RM made more progress than those in the other program. The authors summarized their results as follows:

> Of the RM students, 4 reached the year-end goal of 50 on NWF in November. By comparison, none of the FDD students [those in the alternate program] met this goal, and only 2 of the FDD students met the adjusted November benchmark goal. These results suggest that RM demonstrated significant gains in a short period of intervention time. (p. 70).

The WWC rejected this study “because it does not have at least three attempts to demonstrate an intervention effect at three different points in time.” The researchers had one base-line measurement, eight measures within the treatment phase and two follow-up measures. One could well argue that having only one baseline measure was appropriate, given the schools’ desire to begin treatment as soon as possible and the matching of students in the two groups. Gathering more baseline measures would have meant that students were denied the extra help they needed and clearly questionable on ethical grounds. A common assumption in the single-subject literature is that multiple baseline
measures are not needed when a researcher can assume that the baselines will remain stable over time. That is logical in this case where reading skills would logically only improve with instruction (Horner & Baer, 1978). In addition, even though there were only 2 later measures, the presence of multiple treatment phase measures would typically be seen as appropriate evidence to consider. If the conclusions of the authors were not supported by the treatment phase measures, exclusion might be warranted. But that was clearly not the case with this study.27

Summary

The scholarly literature includes dozens of studies that show that the Direct Instruction program, Reading Mastery (RM), is highly effective for beginning readers in the primary grades. Despite this large and consistent body of work, a report published by the What Works Clearinghouse in November 2013 stated that it could find “no studies of Reading Mastery that fall within the scope of the Beginning Reading review protocol [and] meet What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) evidence standards” (WWC, 2013b, p. 1). This technical report and a companion report (NIFDI Technical Report 2014-3) examine why the WWC’s conclusion differs so markedly from the extant literature. The companion report analyzes the WWC’s policies and standards. It concludes that the WWC procedures differ markedly from standard procedures used in the social sciences and that the WWC procedures do not provide more accurate estimates of a program’s effectiveness. This report examines the WWC decisions used to develop the November 2013 report.

The WWC uses a three step process to identify research studies of educational interventions. Significant errors were found at each stage of the WWC process. This document documents the errors. Standard methodological procedures are used to examine the literature identified by the WWC. The results parallel those reported in other examinations of the literature on RM, concluding that the program is highly effective.

Errors at Step One

The first step identifies studies for review and is described as “systematic and comprehensive” in nature (WWC, 2014, p.4). Yet, our analysis found that numerous studies were included in the listing that should not have been included and other pertinent studies were omitted. While the original WWC 2013 report listed 166 studies found at this step, sixteen of them (9.6% of the total) were either not about Reading Mastery or were included twice in the list. Forty-two efficacy studies of RM that clearly met the protocol, fifteen of which had been earlier submitted to the WWC in correspondence with NIFDI, were omitted from the list. (See Appendix B.)

27 Note, in addition, however, that all students in the sample, while in general education, were receiving extra help. In other words, one could argue that the students were not “general education.” It is not clear if the study would have been rejected by the WWC for that reason as well. If the WWC were to reject the study for this reason, the rejection should have occurred at Stage 2, not Stage 3.
Errors at Step Two
At step two the WWC screens studies in two general areas. The first area of review is
designed to ensure that the studies meet the review protocol in terms of subject matter,
range of grades, student population, and date of publication identified for the review. For
example, the November 2013 review was limited to studies of reading skills for general
education students in the primary grades published in 1983 or later. The WWC reported that
60 studies (omitting the non-RM and double listed studies) were rejected because they did
not fit this protocol. Our analysis, however, indicated that somewhat more (76) should have
been rejected for these reasons. Thus, of the 150 unique studies of Reading Mastery
identified by the WWC only 74 were efficacy studies that met the review protocol.

The 74 efficacy studies identified by the WWC and the 42 additional studies listed in
Appendix B could be seen as a relatively complete listing of the literature on Reading
Mastery for beginning readers in general education published after 1983 – a total of 116
studies. The fact that the WWC failed to find over one-third (42/116=36.2%) of this
literature could be seen as disturbing and casts considerable doubt on the assertion that
their search of the literature was “comprehensive.”

The second area of review at step two involves screening the efficacy studies to see if they
use the type of study design required by the WWC. As described more fully in the companion
report, the WWC only accepts studies that employ a pretest-posttest control group design
and gives its highest ratings only to studies that assign subjects to groups through random
assignment. These restrictions regarding study design contrast markedly with the standard
methodological literature. The standard literature recommends a variety of designs for field
settings and, in fact, explicitly notes problems in using randomized designs in organizational
environments such as schools.

Of the 74 efficacy studies that were identified by the WWC, 43 were rejected from
consideration at step 2 for having an unacceptable design. However, 25 of these studies
(almost 60%) used comparison group designs commonly accepted within the social sciences
and recommended for school settings. These studies should have, arguably, been used in a
systematic review of the literature on the efficacy of RM.

Errors at Step Three
The third step of the WWC review process is designed to review studies that have an
“acceptable” research design to see if they conform to WWC standards. These standards
involve regulations regarding the magnitude of differences between comparison groups at
pretest, the number of units (classrooms, schools, and districts) in each comparison group,
and issues regarding confounds to the design. The WWC rejected all of the remaining 31
efficacy studies at this stage. However, our analysis determined that, if standard
methodological criteria had been used, almost half of these studies (n=15), should have been included in a review.

In total, of the 74 efficacy studies that the WWC identified as fitting the review protocol for Beginning Reading, our analysis indicated that over half (n=40 or 54%) should have been examined. Each of these studies employed a comparison group design that is commonly accepted within the methodological literature. Note that when the 42 studies not included in the WWC listing are considered, there are over 80 studies of RM that fit the WWC’s protocol.

**The Effectiveness of Reading Mastery**

We were able to compute effect sizes (Cohen's d) for 38 analyses listed by the WWC. All of these studies used a comparison group design that is recommended by the standard methodological literature for field settings such as schools.\(^2\)\(^8\) Effect sizes are a common metric used to summarize the impact of educational interventions. They summarize the difference between an intervention and a control condition as a percentage of the common standard deviation (variability) of the two groups. An effect size of zero indicates no difference between the groups. Traditionally, effect sizes of .25 or larger have been seen as educationally important or educationally significant. Table 4 summarizes the distribution of average effect sizes found in the analyses. They ranged from -.53 to 2.44. Only one effect was smaller than -.25 (indicating an advantage for the comparison program). In contrast, three-fourths of the effects were larger than the .25 criterion, and the average effect across all the comparisons was .57, more than twice the .25 level. This average value is similar to the average effect sizes found in meta-analyses conducted by other researchers cited earlier in this report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Effect Sizes in Studies of Reading Mastery with Beginning Readers Rejected for Inclusion in the WWC 2014 Report, Descriptive Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number with Effect &lt;= -0.25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number with Effect &gt;= 0.25</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\)\(^8\) This analysis treated the two designs included in O'Brien and Ware (2002) separately, paralleling the listings in WWC (2013b). The mixed model statistical analysis described in the companion report was conducted in two ways. One used the designs as the level two variable, essentially looking at differences by design. The other combined studies across sites, using site of a study as the level two variable. Two studies were omitted from the computation of effect sizes. One was a norm comparison design for which we were unable to obtain norms by the time this report was written (Watkins, 2008). The other was a single subject design. Results of these studies were also positive.
**Needed Changes in WWC Procedures and Policies**

The analyses in this and the companion report indicate that, if the WWC is to meet its goal of providing accurate and reliable information on what works in education, there must be substantial changes in WWC procedures and policies.

The discussion above documented a number of areas in which the WWC reviewers erred in their analysis of studies of Reading Mastery ranging from an incomplete search of the literature, errors in the listing of relevant articles, not consulting bibliographies of literature reviewed or examining references sent them, to mistaken interpretations of the articles that were reviewed. The published descriptions of the WWC procedures do not provide the details needed to understand why these errors occurred. But, at the least, the results indicate the need to improve standards of review and that the WWC should adopt procedures that more closely mirror standard methodological practices. This would include multiple independent checks of analyses by WWC staff, having reviewers trained in relevant substantive and methodological issues, careful and thorough inspection of all analyses by independent outside reviewers, careful comparison of results to the scholarly literature, and full acknowledgement of any discrepancies with other analyses.

Even if the WWC review procedures were error free, the serious problems with WWC policies would very likely result in inaccurate reports. As can be seen in the discussion above and as described much more thoroughly in the companion report, many of the errors reported here involve WWC policies that differ dramatically from long established and well tested procedures of the scientific community. To date, the WWC has not provided scholarly justification for their dramatic departure from the standard procedures. Just as important, the statistical results in the companion technical report (as well as in Stockard, 2013b) indicate that application of the policies does not provide more precise estimates of a program’s impact. Instead, by providing a very limited picture of the available evidence the reports can be very highly biased. Thus, a variety of policy changes would seem advisable such as accepting the full range of research designs recommended for field settings, including schools; altering the standards regarding equivalence of groups at pretest; and applying the “one unit” rule only when it actually results in “confounded” results.

Most important, the WWC should always compare its conclusions with the extant scholarly literature, a regular step included in reviews that conform to standard methodological procedures. When differences occur it is incumbent upon the researcher to understand why they occur and to explain the discrepancies in a report. However, as explained in correspondence with the NIFDI Office of Research, the WWC does not compare its results with those found by others.²⁹ Clearly, however, engaging in such comparisons could

²⁹ The WWC procedures state that reviews should identify relevant existing systematic reviews and meta-analyses to ensure that we have identified all of the relevant literature. However, in response to a specific query regarding whether “the WWC reviews these meta-analyses while conducting their reviews and whether
significantly increase the probability that the WWC reports would more accurately reflect the extant literature.

Since 2008 NIFDI’s Office of Research and Evaluation has made numerous attempts to suggest changes to WWC policies and procedures that could enhance the accuracy of their reports. To date these efforts have had relatively little impact. Some of the reported errors have been corrected, but most remain. In addition, there has been no change in the highly flawed policies. Given the very severe problems documented in this and the companion report, users should be very wary of the conclusions presented in WWC reports. Those seeking reliable information on the efficacy of educational programs would be well advised to consult the standard research literature instead.

they consider including the differing opinions on the effectiveness of the programs reviewed in the reports,” the WWC responded in an e-mail on February 28, 2014, “The answer is no. As stated previously, other meta-analyses may differ in their inclusion criteria and standards. We do not report on or interpret the findings from other such reviews. We do list them in our citations so interested readers may find them.” In other words, the WWC reviews meta-analyses to identify studies, but, contrary to standard practice in the field, does not compare their results to those within the scholarly community.

A 2008 report of the WWC on Reading Mastery for beginning readers included numerous errors, which were reported to the WWC. However, as documented in Stockard (2008), the WWC failed to correct any of these mistakes. The WWC review of the use of RM with students with Learning Disabilities also had severe errors of interpretation. The WWC corrected one of those errors, but refused to correct the other in which the WWC’s conclusion directly contradicted the results of the research. (Stockard & Wood, 2013). In addition, as noted earlier in the text, the WWC corrected the errors in the listing of articles in the original November, 2013, report on the use of RM for beginning readers that had been reported to them. However, the nature of the errors was not publicly acknowledged, nor was the official date of the report changed.

NIFDI’s attempts to provide input on policies may have, ironically, resulted in the policies becoming even more removed from standard methodological practices. See the discussion in the companion report (NIFDI Technical Report 2014-3, page 16) regarding the 2014 version of the WWC’s Procedures and Standards Handbook, which, for the first time, included a determination that studies comparing results from cohorts within a school would not be allowed. As noted in the text, the cohort comparison design is explicitly recommended by the CCSS tradition, and NIFDI had brought this design and its recommendation to the attention of the WWC in 2011 and in other communications.

A forthcoming NIFDI Technical Report (2014-5) will document the numerous errors others have reported to the WWC.
Appendix A
Studies Included in the WWC 2013 Report on Reading Mastery for Beginning Reading
(Studies marked with an asterisk(*) involve a program other than Reading Mastery)


*Harvey, M. W. (2012). Union County Public Schools action research: Comparing early literacy interventions used in Union County Public Schools; Reading Recovery vs. Leveled Literacy Intervention. Dissertation Abstracts International Section A: Humanities and Social Sciences, 73(3A), 989.


solving approaches within a response-to-intervention (RTI) system. TEACHING Exceptional Children Plus, 3(5).


SRA/McGraw-Hill. (2006g). Reading proficiency more than doubles among Putnam County special education students. Columbus, OH: The Mcgraw-Hill Companies.


Appendix B

Studies of Reading Mastery Omitted from the WWC Report

To develop this list of studies regarding Reading Mastery that could have been included in the review the WWC protocol regarding acceptable studies was followed as closely as possible. Only studies published in 1983 or later were included. Studies that appeared to be about students with disabilities or special education were excluded as were those in which the students began their study with RM in grades 4 or higher. All of the works provide data sufficient to calculate effect sizes and will be used in a forthcoming meta-analysis. Items marked with an asterisk were included in NIFDI’s response to the WWC’s 2008 report on Reading Mastery (Stockard, 2008, pp. 43-47). Thus the WWC had been informed of their relevance.

Articles marked by (a) at the end of the reference were cited by Schieffer, Cheryl, Nancy E. Marchand-Martella, Ronald C. Martella, Flint L. Simonsen, and Kathleen M. Waldron-Soler. 2002. An analysis of the reading mastery program: Effective components and research review. Journal of Direct Instruction 2: 87-199, which is in the WWC list of articles. Those marked with (b) were cited by Comprehensive School Reform Quality Center. 2006. CSRQ Center Report on Elementary School Comprehensive School Reform Models. Washington, D.C. American Institutes for Research, also in the WWC listing. It appears that the WWC did not examine the reference list of these articles, even though such a perusal is a standard part of a literature review.


*Diobilda, N. and G. Brent. 1986. Direct Instruction in an urban school system. Reading Instruction Journal 29, 2-5. (b)


McGahey, J. (2002). Differences between a Direct Instruction reading approach and a balanced reading approach among elementary school students. Dissertation Abstracts International, 63 (06A), 2147. (UMI No. 3057184)


Direct Instruction and Success for All in an urban district. Journal of Education for Students Placed at Risk 9: 357-389. (b)


Sullivan, M. (2002). Reading Mastery versus word study instruction as it pertains to third graders' reading achievement scores. Unpublished educational specialist's thesis. Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY


Appendix C

Studies Rejected at Step 2 that Could Have Been Reviewed

As described in the text, our review identified 25 efficacy studies of RM that were rejected from consideration at step 2 because of issues related to the study’s design but that, using standard methodological criteria, could have been considered for review. All of the studies involved comparison groups. Summaries of these 25 studies are below including descriptions of the studies’ designs, possible objections that the WWC might have to each study, and calculated effect sizes. The numbers associated with each article are referenced in tables included in Appendix E. The reason that the WWC gave for rejecting each article is given in parentheses.


This article reports changes in student achievement in the Baltimore City Public School System after a “Master Plan” of improving student achievement was introduced. Two other studies have also examined data from the BCPSS over this time period, using slightly different approaches. As described below, the Mac Iver and Kemper (2002) study was rejected because “the implementation was not implemented as designed.” Stockard (2011a) was not included in the list of studies reviewed by the WWC, and is one of those listed in Appendix B.

After implementation of the Master Plan, Direct Instruction was implemented in some of the BCPSS schools. Butler reports comparisons of the schools that used DI with “schools with similar achievement histories that had not implemented this approach” (pp. 43-44). Elementary schools were matched on achievement on reading scores on the 1993 state assessment for fifth graders. Schools began implementation of the program at different years and data for these cohorts are reported separately. Data were reported on the percentage of third grade students attaining satisfactory performance on the Maryland School Performance Assessment Program (p. 45) and normal curve equivalent (NCE) scores on the reading portion of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills for second graders (p. 47) in the two groups of schools. Effect sizes ranged from -.57 to .33, with an average of -.11.

As noted above, the WWC rejected the Butler study because it did not use an acceptable design. It might also reject the study because it does not mention Reading Mastery specifically, but instead describes Direct Instruction programs in general. In addition, although schools were matched on scores in a prior year, these prior scores were not reported. In addition, while the schools were matched, the post-data on the control schools
was not reported separately by school or cohort of schools, but as a total group. Finally, it could reject the study based on the “one unit” rule, for all the data came from one district.

2) Fredrick, L. D., Keel, M. C., & Neel, J. H. (2002). Making the most of instructional time: Teaching reading at an accelerated rate to students at risk. Journal of Direct Instruction, 2(1), 57–63. (rejected by WWC for unacceptable design)

Fredrick and associates examined “rate of reading gain” on the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test of first and second grade students when they were instructed in Reading Mastery rather than with a whole language approach. A pretest-posttest repeated measures design was used in which students’ reading gains over the year when they had whole language instruction was compared to their gains when they had RM. Seventy-seven students from one school (44 in first grade and 63 in second grade) were included in the analysis. The rate of reading gain (using the Bonferroni correction to adjust for multiple tests) was significantly greater when students had RM than when they had whole language instruction for two of the four measures in each grade. The associated effect sizes ranged from .05 to 1.72, with an average value of .58.33

The WWC rejected this study because it did not have an “acceptable” design, apparently rejecting the authors’ explanation that “participants were used as their own controls in a repeated-measures design that compares participants to themselves at two different points in time” (p. 59). One could argue, however, that this design has strong controls for variables related to individuals’ abilities.


There is one other study written by these authors on the same data set, but not included in the WWC list. It reports on the first year results in the study and was published in the same journal as the other two studies:


33 The effect sizes were calculated by converting the t-ratios in the article to effect sizes using the on-line calculator at http://easycalculation.com/statistics/effect-size-t-test.
These three articles report on the same federally funded study, using different follow-up time periods. Children in Grades 1–3 in 9 elementary schools in 3 districts were screened on reading (or pre-reading) skills, to focus on students who were below grade level. DIBELS measures were used for screening and for assessment as well as the Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Achievement (letter word ID and word attack subtests). Students were grouped by ethnicity and grade and rank ordered by pre-reading scores. Then participants were matched and randomly assigned to treatment or control. Supplemental instruction using Reading Mastery (for students in Grades 1–2) or Corrective Reading (for students in Grades 3 and 4) was provided for the experimental group. The 2000 article reports results at the end of the first and second year. The 2002 study reports results one year after the end of the intervention, and the 2005 article reports results 2 years after the end of the study. In all cases the RM and CR students had significantly stronger gains than the control group. For the 2000 report, there were 24 calculated effect sizes, ranging from 0 to .79, with an average of .34; for the 2002 report, there were 15 effect sizes, ranging from .05 to .74, with an average of .31; and for the 2005 report there were 10 effect sizes, ranging from .03 to .40, with an average of .23. Some of the calculated effects were based on data aggregated from other reports and this is addressed in the statistical analysis reported in the companion technical report.

This group of studies is very strong methodologically, and uses the pretest-posttest control group design with random assignment that is preferred by the WWC. However, the WWC rejected the study because it “bundled” the RM intervention with other interventions. Part of the intervention involved behavioral training, although the authors are firm in noting that this should not be an issue. It is unclear why the WWC did not accept the authors’ conclusion (especially since the articles were all published in highly respected journals). However, the WWC might still reject the study because students received either RM or CR depending upon their grade level. Corrective Reading is a version of RM designed for older students who are behind in reading. It moves at about twice the pace of RM to help students catch up with their peers. The authors gave no indication that results differed across grade levels. Finally, the WWC might reject the studies because pretest data weren’t included in each of the articles. However, this should not be an issue because students were randomly assigned. When data on pretest scores were given (for some comparisons in 2005, at the 2nd year maintenance follow-up) the average difference at pretest was .01. The absolute value of one of the 6 comparisons exceeded .25 (albeit with higher scores for the control group and thus a conservative difference and also, of course a pretest difference that was more than offset by the positive effect size). Thus, it is likely that the WWC could reject it for unequal groups at pretest as well.34 Of course, the groups were randomly assigned and multivariate

34 The 2000 and 2002 reports were included in the WWC’s report regarding RM for ELL students. However, the studies were rejected for inclusion in the reviews for beginning reading and adolescent literacy for both Corrective Reading and Reading Mastery because they didn’t fit the protocol (adolescent literary) or because of a supposed confound (See Stockard and Wood, 2013).
analyses adjusted for pretest scores; corrections accepted as a matter of course by the scholarly community.


The data from this study were published in Vitale, M. & Joseph, B. (2008). Broadening the institutional value of Direct Instruction implemented in a low-SES elementary school: Implications for scale-up and school reform. Journal of Direct Instruction, 8(1), 1-18. This published study was not listed in the WWC’s list.

This study examined the effects of implementing a school-wide Direct Instruction reading program in one low-income elementary school in the rural southeastern United States. Programs used included Language for Learning, Reading Mastery, and Corrective Reading. A cohort control group design compared the percentage of third, fourth, and fifth grade students who passed the state reading assessment. The percentage passing grew from 24 percent before implementation of the program to 71 percent after 7 years of implementation. The associated effect sizes ranged from .09 to 1.37, with an average value of .60.

The WWC reported that it rejected the study because of the design, no doubt because it does not accept the logic of the cohort control group design. They may well also object to the lack of pretest data on the individual level and the use of three DI programs. Note that the school used the three programs as they are intended. Language for Learning is designed to enhance students’ language abilities so that it is easier for them to learn to read. Corrective Reading is only used with older students, primarily beyond those included in the comparisons.


This study reported changes in reading achievement for 371 students in grades K to 3 in one elementary school during a single academic year (72 in k, 86 in 1st, 82 in 2nd, and 89 in 3rd). For students in K to grade 2 pretest scores on the Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early
Literacy Skills (DIBELS) were reported from the first week of instruction in the fall and posttest scores were given from mid-May, at the end of the school year. The measures used for each year and testing period matched those recommended by the DIBELS authors. Data for fall and spring for the third graders came from the Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI). While the authors reported t-tests comparing scores in fall and spring, we have used a norm comparison design, comparing students’ gains over time to what would be expected given national norms (obtained from Good, Wallin, Simmons, Kame’enui, & Kaminski, 2002 for DIBELS and simply using the defined values for NCE scores for the SRI data (mean = 50, s.d.=21.06)). The authors reported data for “typically achieving,” Title I and special education students. Given the focus of the WWC protocol only results for the typical achieving students have been included in the analysis. The effect sizes ranged from -.23 (for letter naming skills in kindergarten) to .71, for the third grade SRI scores, with an average of .13.


As noted above, this study was included in two places. It was rejected at step 2 for inclusion because it employed an unacceptable design, and it was rejected at step 3 because the groups were unequal prior to intervention. This probably reflects two different data analyses that were given in the article. The first used a cohort control group design, which the WWC has automatically rejected, and those results are described here. The other part used a multivariate analysis to adjust for differences in characteristics of groups. We suspect that the multivariate analysis prompted the decision that the groups were unequal. The results with the multivariate analysis are described in Appendix D.

O’Brien and Ware reported results of an evaluation of the implementation of Reading Mastery and Open Court (OC) in the Fort Worth Independent School District, replacing a whole language program that was used in earlier years. Implementations began with the lowest performing schools in the district and principals chose the reading program that they would implement. In the first year, 32 schools participated. Eighteen principals chose to use RM and 14 chose to use OC. In the second year, 2 additional schools chose RM and the remaining 25 used a slightly different version of OC. Some schools continued to use their traditional whole language approach. The students in the traditional program were less likely

35 The effect sizes were computed by calculating the effect size associated with the comparison of the study group’s scores to the national norm at fall (pre-test) and at spring (post-test). The effect size associated with the change over time is the difference of these two effect sizes. Negative differences indicate decline relative to the national norm and positive values indicate increases relative to the national norm. (See Stockard, 2013, for details.)

36 The lower effect size for letter naming could be expected because, unlike most other programs, Reading Mastery does not explicitly teach letter names until a number of other skills are well established. When the value for letter naming is omitted from the analysis, the average effect size is .22.
to be minorities or to qualify for free or reduced lunch. The students in the OC and RM programs had similar socio-demographic characteristics. Training and support was provided for both the OC and RM implementations. Implementation fidelity was monitored.

Data regarding the percentage of students passing a teacher-administered reading inventory were analyzed using a cohort control group design. Data were given separately for students in grades K-2 and for the four groups of schools (RM, the two forms of OC, and the traditional whole language schools). Results were given for the fall of 1998 before implementation of the program and in the spring of 2000, after two years of implementation. The results indicated that the RM schools had a stronger increase than the other schools in the percentage of students passing the assessment. The associated effect sizes ranged from 0.0 to .43, with an average of .14.  

In addition to objections to the cohort control group with comparison group design (where changes in cohorts of two groups across time are compared), the WWC might also object to the unequal beginning scores of the two groups. Because RM was more often selected by principals in the neediest schools, in spite of the matching process, the percentage of students passing the assessment at the start of the intervention was substantially lower in the RM schools than in the control schools (d values at pre testing ranged from .41 to .49 of a s.d. lower, with an average of .46). Of course, these differences were controlled in the analysis, and the fact that the RM students were initially lower provides a conservative estimate of the impact.


Barren County School District, based in Glasgow, Kentucky, implemented Reading Mastery in five elementary schools in the 2000-2001 school year. The district serves 4100 students, is 97 percent Caucasian, and has a 42 percent free and reduced lunch rate. Data were provided on CTBS scores for grade 3 students from 1999 through 2005, two years before the implementation and 5 years afterwards, separately for the five schools. The national average on the norm-referenced CTBS is 50. Before the implementation of RM, in 1999 and 2000, most of the schools had scores that were close to or above the national average. However, after implementation of the program, the scores increased markedly and reached their highest point when the third graders would have been exposed to the program since kindergarten (the 2004 and 2005 cohorts). The change in CTBS scores over time was analyzed using the cohort normative control group design, looking at results separately for

---

37 Three steps were involved in this calculation: 1) calculating the effect size comparing the two groups of schools before the intervention occurred, reflecting the extent to which the two groups differed at pretest; 2) calculating the effect size comparing the two groups after the intervention, reflecting the extent to which the two groups differed at posttest; and 3) calculating the difference between these two effects, reflecting the amount of change in the discrepancy between the two groups in standard deviation, or effect size, form.
the five schools, thus adding a natural replication. All of the effect sizes surpassed the usual levels of educational significance, ranging from .71 to 1.66, with an average of .91. All of the t-tests were statistically significant, and the minimum value on all confidence intervals for the effect size surpassed the usual level seen as indicating educational significance.

8) SRA/McGraw-Hill. (2005d). Delaware charter school students maintain high reading scores. Columbus, OH: The McGraw-Hill Companies. East Side Charter School in Wilmington, Delaware served 160 students. Over 90 percent of the students were African American and 85 percent qualified for free or reduced lunch. The school opened in 1997 and began working with Direct Instruction programs in 1998. Data were provided on the percentage of third grade East Side students meeting or exceeding state standards from 1999, the first year for which data were available, through 2005. Comparable data were also given for the state. In 1999, only 20 percent of East Side third graders met or exceeded state reading standards, but this percentage increased markedly in later years, where at least two-thirds of the students met or exceeded standards. The effect size related to the change in East Side relative to the state equaled .79. The result was statistically significant (p = .01), and the lower limit of the 95 percent (one-tail) confidence interval for the effect size was well above zero. (Note that in 1999 the third graders would have been exposed to RM in third grade. By 2002 students continuing in the school would have been exposed since kindergarten. Thus the comparison is between those with full exposure to the model (since kindergarten) and minimal exposure (only in third grade). The WWC could object to the inclusion of this study because no group within the Eastside data had no exposure to the program. When this study is excluded from our summary quantitative analysis the results regarding the impact of RM or the lack of impact of WWC criteria are unchanged.

9) SRA/McGraw-Hill. (2005e). Direct Instruction helps Kentucky blue ribbon school attain record reading scores. Columbus, OH: The McGraw-Hill Companies. This Kentucky elementary school has a low income population (72% receiving free or reduced lunch) and a substantial number of ELL students (23%). The school had used Reading Mastery for all students in grades K-3 since 2003-2004. Data on the percentage of grade 4 students scoring at the proficient or distinguished level in reading were given for the state, the district, and the school for the year before implementation to the end of the second year of implementation. The percentage scoring at this level for the school rose from 70% to 85%, in the state the increase was from 62% to 68%, and for the district the percentage increased from 69% to 74%. Because comparative data were given, the cohort control group with historical comparison design was used. The effect size for the comparison to the state was .20, with an associated probability of .07; the effect size associated with the comparison to the district was .23, with an associated probability of .04.
10) SRA/McGraw-Hill. (2005h). Milwaukee elementary nearly doubles reading scores. Columbus, OH: The McGraw-Hill Companies. Honey Creek Continuous Progress Elementary is a Pre-K to fifth grade school with 374 students in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Forty-four percent of students received free or reduced lunch. Slightly less than ten percent were African American, fifteen percent were Hispanic, and 73 percent were Caucasian. The school began using Direct Instruction programs in the fall of 1998. The report provided data on the percentage of Grade 4 students who scored proficient or advanced on the Wisconsin Knowledge and Concepts Exam in 1997, before implementation, and from 1999 to 2005, after implementation. Before the implementation and in the first years, the fourth grade students were less likely to meet proficiency than others in the state, but this changed in later years, beginning with the cohort that had experienced RM since first grade. The effect size associated with the change from 1997 to 2005 was .56 and the associated t-test was statistically significant.

11) SRA/McGraw-Hill. (2005i). Oregon Reading First project uses Reading Mastery Plus as core reading program. Columbus, OH: The McGraw-Hill Companies. The district in this report served slightly more than 2,000 students in grades K-12. About half of the students were Hispanic and almost all of the rest were Caucasian. Almost three-fourths (72%) of the students received free or reduced price lunch. The district adopted Reading Mastery as its core reading curriculum in the fall of the 2003-2004 school year. The SRA report gives the percentage of third grade students who met or exceeded state reading standards in the spring testing in 2003, the year before the program was implemented, through 2006, after three years of implementation. Data are presented for both the total group of students and for Hispanic students in the school district as well as in the state as a whole. Before RM was implemented the Hispanic students in the district met or exceeded state reading standards at the same proportion as third grade Hispanic students throughout the state. For the total group of students, those in the district were less likely than those in the state to meet proficiency standards. Over time, the situation changed. By 2006 after three years of implementation (and when the third graders would have been exposed to RM since first grade), 95% of all students (both the total group and the Hispanic students) met or exceeded state reading standards at the same proportion as third grade Hispanic students throughout the state. The effect sizes associated with these changes, and controlling for simultaneous changes within the state, were .65 for the total group of students and .81 for the Hispanic students. Both of these effects were statistically significant.

12) SRA/McGraw-Hill. (2005j). Phoenix inner-city students strive toward national reading average. Columbus, OH: The McGraw-Hill Companies. (Note this was also listed by the WWC as SRA/McGraw Hill (n.d.m)) This case study reports data from Wilson Primary School, which serves pre-K through third grade students in Phoenix, Arizona. Ninety percent of the students were Hispanic, and 95 percent qualified for free and reduced lunch. The school began using Direct Instruction
programs in the fall of 1998. Data were presented in the SRA publication for Stanford Achievement Test/9 scores for third grade students from the spring of 1998, before implementation, through the spring of 2001. The data indicate that third graders’ scores increased markedly with the new curriculum. While the average student scored at the 17th percentile before implementation, the average student scored at or just below the national average in later years. A cohort normative control group design was used to examine these data, comparing scores to national norms for the cohort tested before the program was implemented to scores after implementation. The percentiles were converted to Normal Curve Equivalent (NCE) scores for the calculations. The effect size associated with the change from 1998 to 2001 was .85, and the t-test assessing this change was statistically significant.

This report presents data for Ivywild Elementary School in Colorado Springs. The school served 135 students in grades K through 5. Over 90 percent of the students received free or reduced lunch. Half were Hispanic and most of the other students were Caucasian. Forty-four percent of the students were English Language learners. The school began using the Direct Instruction program Reading Mastery in 2003-04. Data are given on the percentage of third grade students in the school and the state who scored at the proficient and advanced level of the Colorado Student Assessment Tests from the spring of 2003, before implementation, to the spring of 2005. Results indicate that students in Ivywild were more likely to score at the proficient or advanced level, even with controls for changes within the state as a whole. Patterns of change differed slightly for the three grade levels. The associated effect size was .63, which was statistically significant.38

Louisa May Alcott Elementary in Cleveland, Ohio served 208 students in grades K-6. One hundred percent of the students qualified for free or reduced lunch. Slightly more than a third (35%) were African American, close to half (47%) were Caucasian, and most of the rest were Hispanic (12%). The school fully adopted the DI programs Reading Mastery and Language for Learning in 1998-1999. The study reports the percentage of fourth graders passing the state reading tests from the spring of 1998, when none would have been exposed to RM, through 2006. Beginning in 2003 fourth graders continuing in the school would have been exposed to RM and LL since kindergarten, thus having the maximum exposure. The data indicate dramatic increases in the percentage of fourth graders meeting state standards, from less than a third before implementation to well over three-quarters in

38 Data were also given for grades 4 and 5, but these are not included in our analysis because they are not included in the WWC protocol for beginning reading.
2003 and later. There was a noticeable drop in 2006, which the school officials attributed to an influx of new students. Using the language of experimental design, this would suggest that the 2006 cohort was not strictly comparable to earlier cohorts. Thus comparisons of 1998 and 2006 as well as 1998 and 2005 to percentages for the state as a whole are included (a cohort control group with historical comparisons). Both comparisons indicate substantial effect sizes and statistically significant results, although results are smaller for the former comparison. The effect size for the 1998-2006 comparison was .63 and for the 1998-2005 comparison .94.


Edgewood Academy in Fort Myers, Florida, is a Pre-K to fifth grade school with 700 students. Almost ninety percent (88%) of the students received free or reduced lunch, 34 percent were African American, 20 percent were Caucasian, and 40 percent were Hispanic. Almost 30 percent (29%) were ELL students. The school began using Reading Mastery in grades K-5 in August, 2006. Before that time they had found that the percentage of students who were assessed, using DIBELS, as being at grade level (or low risk) declined from the fall to mid-year testing. After implementing RM, however, this pattern altered. From fall to winter of 2004-05 (before implementation of RM), the percentage of students at “low risk” of failure (i.e. doing well) declined from 85% to 58%, a fall of 27 percentage points. After implementation, the percentage increased from 37% in fall to 43% in winter. One can assess the magnitude of these changes for the total group by a simple difference of difference in proportions test, essentially testing the null hypothesis that the difference between fall and winter in 04-05 equals the difference in 06-07 (see Blalock, 1979, pp. 234-236 for an example). The corresponding effect sizes ranged from .04 to .72, with an average of .40. Results for grades one and two reached traditional levels of statistical significance.


The Nay Ah Shing School in Onamia, Minnesota served 216 students in grades K-12. All of the students were Native American. At the start of the 2004-05 school year they began their implementation of the Direct Instruction program Reading Mastery in grades K-3. DIBELS data were provided for students in these grades at the start of the 2004 year (as implementation was beginning) and the end of the 2005-06 year. Thus, a cohort comparison design can be used to compare the percentage of students at benchmark at the beginning of the school year before significant exposure to RM to the percentage at benchmark at the end of two years of implementation. At that point both the kindergarten and first grade

39 Results were given in the report for grades one to five, but only those for grades one to three are included in this analysis. Those for the upper grades also supported the efficacy of RM.
cohorts would have been exposed to RM throughout their schooling careers, while the second and third graders would have had 2 years of exposure (grades 1 and 2 or grades 2 and 3). The effect sizes ranged from .30 to 1.43, with an average value of .90. Effect sizes were larger and results reached standard levels of statistical significance only for the two lowest grades where students had received the most exposure to RM.

17) SRA/McGraw-Hill. (2007b). Low-performing Kentucky school on its way to high-performing with Reading Mastery. Columbus, OH: The McGraw-Hill Companies. Highland Elementary is a Pre-K to fifth grade school of 250 students in Hopkinsville, Kentucky. Ninety-two percent of the students received free or reduced lunch. Sixty-one percent were African American, and 38% were Caucasian. Reading Mastery was implemented in grades K-5 in October 2005. In 2005, before RM was implemented, the fourth graders had scores that were .84 of a standard deviation below those for students in the state as a whole, but by 2007, when they would have had RM for two years (third and fourth grade) their scores were .20 of a standard deviation above those for the state. The associated effect size was 1.04, indicating that, relative to changes in the state, scores in Highland increased by more than a standard deviation. This change was highly statistically significant. Note that, as with several other studies cited above, the comparison in this study involved an intervention group with dramatically lower scores at baseline, but post-test effect sizes that were dramatically greater than these baseline differences.

18) SRA/McGraw-Hill. (2007d). Reading scores rise at Alabama elementary school with Reading Mastery Plus. Columbus, OH: The McGraw-Hill Companies. Elba Elementary School is a K-6 school in Alabama. Almost three-fourths of the students received free or reduced lunch. Slightly more than half of the students were African American, and most of the rest were Caucasian. The study reported the percentage of students in grade 3 who met or exceeded state reading standards on the Alabama Reading and Mathematics Test from the spring of 2005, before RM was implemented, to the spring of 2007. We also obtained the percentage of students in the state who reached these levels and used the cohort control group with historical comparisons design to calculate comparisons. The effect size associated with the change over time, relative to that in the state, was .11.

19) SRA/McGraw-Hill. (2007f). Title I schools in North Carolina district meet all-state reading targets with Direct Instruction. Columbus, OH: The McGraw-Hill Companies. This SRA report included information on two schools from Brunswick County, North Carolina that began using Reading Mastery in the 2004-2005 school year. Information was provided on the percentage of students scoring at or about the proficient level in reading with the End-of-Grade tests in grade from spring of 2004 through spring of 2007 for two schools. We obtained data on the corresponding percentages for the state. In 2004 Brunswick County students had no exposure to RM, but by 2007 they would have had three years of exposure.
(beginning in grade 1). Over time, students in both schools were more likely to score at the proficient or higher level in reading. The effect sizes of these changes, relative to those in the state as a whole were .53 for one school and .36 for the other (average = .445). Both were statistically significant.

This document reports data on a charter school where 94 percent of the students are African American and 89% are eligible for free or reduced lunch. The school has used Reading Mastery since its inception in 2000-2001. Since that time the percentage of fourth grade students in the school who exceeded state standards on the Washington State assessment grew from 47% to 85% in 2005-06. The increase in the state was from 66.1 to 81.2%. A cohort control group with historical comparison design was used to analyze the change and resulted in an effect size of .61, which was statistically significant. (Even though the data are on fourth graders, the WWC allows tests on a grade outside the range if the earlier instruction was in the studied program (WWC, 2012, p. 3). However, the WWC may object to including this comparison because the students in the first cohort had RM. They differed from those in the last cohort by the amount of exposure they had to the program. Those in the first cohort did not have RM in grades K-3, while those in the second cohort did. The conclusions of the impact of RM on achievement and the lack of impact of WWC standards remain when this study is omitted from the summary statistical analysis in the companion report.

This document reports data on a public elementary school (K-6) with an ethnically diverse population and 88 percent free or reduced lunch rate. The school began using Reading Mastery in the 2001-02 school year. In the prior year (2000-2001), 27 percent of the third graders met or exceeded state reading standards, but by the end of 2005, 65 percent of the students were at that level. Using a cohort control group design, the effect size associated with the change was calculated as .83. The change was statistically significant.

This report examines changes in the percentage of students meeting DIBELS benchmarks in grades K to 3 from before the implementation of RM (Spring 2004) to three years later (Spring 2007) in one mid-western district. Data are given for students in grades K to 3. A simple cohort control group design was used to analyze the data.\footnote{Because the DIBELS benchmarks do not change over time this design is equivalent to a normed comparison design. Note that other data from this site were used in other reports. In the multivariate analysis described in the companion report controls were included for multiple reports from a site.}
associated with the changes ranged from .24 to .72, with an average of .50. All results were statistically significant.

23) SRA/McGraw-Hill. (n.d.p). Success begins early at Alaskan elementary school. Columbus, OH: The McGraw-Hill Companies. This report provides data from one Alaskan school on spring DIBELS scores of kindergarten students before implementation of RM and after implementation as well as changes in third graders’ scores on the state reading assessment. The school has a free and reduced lunch rate of 66 percent. Seventy percent of the students were Caucasian and 25 percent were Alaskan Natives. The effect sizes associated with the changes ranged from .13 to .87, with an average of .48.

24) Stockard, J. (2010). The impact of Reading Mastery in kindergarten on reading achievement through the primary grades: A cohort control group design. Eugene, OR: National Institute for Direct Instruction. (rejected by WWC for unacceptable design) This short report, submitted by the author to the WWC in December 2010, used a cohort control group design. The short report included material explaining why a cohort control group design is considered by the standard methodological tradition to be especially appropriate for school settings. It reported data on 790 students, 652 who had RM in kindergarten and 138 who did not. There were no differences in literacy skills at the start of kindergarten (d = .06 on the DIBELS measure of Letter Naming Fluency and d = -.03 on Initial Sound Fluency). Yet, there were statistically significant differences in the DIBELS literacy measures at mid kindergarten (Nonsense Word Fluency, t = 6.83, p< .0001, d = .58) and at the end of the kindergarten year (t = 3.83, p = .0002, d = .32). The results were included in Stockard, 2011 and Stockard and Engelmann (2010). The mixed model, meta-analysis results given in the companion model involve an analysis with design as the level 2 measure and an analysis with site as the level 2 (grouping) measure. This analysis (Stockard 2010) is treated separately from the other two in the former, but grouped with them in the latter. (See Technical Report 2014-3 for details.)

25) Watkins, T. B. (2008). A comparative analysis of the effectiveness of Direct Instruction reading on African American, Caucasian, and Hispanic students. Dissertation Abstracts International, 69(03A), 104-923. This dissertation examined gains over time in vocabulary, comprehension, and total reading scores on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills for third, fourth, and fifth grade students enrolled in an Arkansas elementary school. Data were reported on fall and spring scores of the total group of students, as well as separately for those in different race-ethnic groups (Caucasian, African-American, and Hispanic). While the dissertation focused on only the pretest-posttest changes, it would be possible to analyze these data as a norm comparison design. At the time of this writing we did not have the necessary data, but will conduct the analysis when
the data are available. It was probably rejected by the WWC because it lacked an intact control group.
Appendix D
Studies that Failed to Meet WWC Standards of Evidence at Step Three

This appendix describes studies of Reading Mastery that were rejected at step three of the WWC's review. All of these studies employed a pretest-posttest control group design, but were rejected for failing to meet the WWC's standards of evidence. The discussion parallels that of the text by examining each set of standards separately. Within the discussion of each standard the studies where the WWC decision was determined to be appropriate are described first followed by a description of the studies where that decision could be questioned if standard methodological criteria were used.

Criteria of Group Equivalence

The WWC rejected 13 studies because the intervention and control groups did not meet the standard for equivalence at pretest. Our analysis found that seven of these decisions were appropriate, albeit not always because of the reasons used by the WWC. The decision regarding six of the articles could be legitimately questioned.

Appropriate decisions to exclude

1) Kamps, D., Abbott, M., Greenwood, C., Wills, H., Veerkamp, M., & Kaufman, J. (2008). Effects of small-group reading instruction and curriculum differences for students most at risk in kindergarten. Journal of Learning Disabilities, 41(2), 101–114. This study combined results of Reading Mastery with other programs, so it is impossible to separate out the impact of RM. There is another article by Kamps and associates that does examine RM as a separate curriculum (Kamps, et al., 2003, listed in Appendix B), but it was not included in the WWC's listing. Kamps, et al. (2008) will be omitted from our forthcoming meta-analysis, Kamps, et al., (2003) will be included.

2) League, M. B. (2001). The effect of the intensity of phonological awareness instruction on the acquisition of literacy skills. Dissertation Abstracts International, 62(10), 3299A. This study compared three groups of students. One had Reading Mastery plus phonological training, one had Reading Mastery alone, and the third had some phonological training by computer. However, the groups differed in the amount of intervention time that they had. The WWC’s decision to omit the study appears appropriate and it will be omitted from our meta-analysis.

Comparing Direct Instruction and Success for All with a basal reading program in relation to student achievement. Dissertation Abstracts International, 65(10), 3642A (UMI No. 3149920).

This work compared the average Wide-Range Achievement scores of third grade students in three Title I schools in a Caribbean territory of the United States. One school used Success for All (SFA), one used DI programs including Reading Mastery, and one used a basal reader called Literature Works. Training and regular coaching and support through both site visits and telephone meetings were provided to the SFA school. No coaching or instructional supports were provided to the other two schools. No pretest data were provided, nor were data provided regarding the demographic characteristics of the three schools. Results reported showed that the students in the SFA and basal reader school had higher average scores than those in the DI school (effect sizes of -0.37 in comparison to SFA and -0.18 in comparison to the basal reader). Given the lack of any information regarding equivalence of the schools at baseline, as well as the differences in support given to teachers, the WWC’s decision to exclude the study appears to be reasonable. Note that, given the lack of pretest data, it is unclear why this study was not rejected at step 2.


This study compared students in three successive third grade classes (cohorts): those who received 1) a whole language reading program, 2) whole language plus precision teaching, and 3) whole language plus precision teaching plus Reading Mastery. As would be expected from other literature, the students in the third group (who received Reading Mastery) had the highest reading skills and gains during the year. The author noted that the year three program “was three-and-a-half times more effective” than the other years, thus indicating a large “value added” effect of the program. However, because there was no group of students that received only Reading Mastery, it was not possible to calculate effects of the sole contribution of RM, and it was appropriate for the WWC to exclude it from their analysis.


This study had two different parts. One part compared students who had either RM alone or RM combined with other programs with students with another program. Thus there was no way to separate the effects of RM from that of the combination of treatments. In the other part of the study the progress of low ability first graders who received a combination of RM and other programs was compared with the progress of high ability first graders who received only the other programs. Again there was no group that only received RM. In addition the students differed at baseline in ability. The decision to omit this study was appropriate.

This unpublished work examined differences in reading achievement of students who began instruction in Reading Mastery at kindergarten with those who began instruction in later grades and found few significant differences. Data came from 6 elementary schools in one district. All of the groups in the analysis were eventually exposed to RM. None of the data included in the study allowed a comparison between students' who had only had RM with those who did not. Instead the analysis focused on comparisons of students who began the program at kindergarten and those that started at later points, with no inclusion of comparative data at the end of kindergarten. Thus, the decision to exclude the study appears reasonable. This paper will not be included in the meta-analysis.


This paper examined the use of RM as a supplement to another program for first graders. Results indicated that the group given RM had significantly lower scores on pretest measures, but had scores that were equal to the comparison group on posttest. Because there was no group that had RM by itself, the decision to exclude the study appears appropriate.

Potentially Inappropriate Decisions to Exclude because of Issues with Group Equivalence


Brent and associates compared scores on the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) of students who had Reading Mastery in first and second grade with those who had a “traditional” basal program. Four classrooms were included in the analysis, two with DI and two with the traditional program. Data were reported for the fall of second grade and the spring of second grade. No data were reported for first grade because the district did not administer standardized tests at earlier years. Thus, there were no pretest data for the start of first grade. The comparisons of data at the start of second grade involved unadjusted means, while the comparisons of data from the end of second grade adjusted for scores at the start of that year. All effect sizes favored the Reading Mastery groups. Effect sizes at the start of second grade (after one year of RM) ranged from .03 to .20, with an average of .12. Effect sizes at the end of second grade, after two years of exposure and with scores adjusted to reflect differences at the start of the year, ranged from .85 to 1.09, with an
average of .97. To parallel the requirements of the WWC for pretest scores, only the results for the end of Grade 2 are used in our analysis, for they involve pretest scores and control for the differences in these scores in the analysis. Another paper by two of the authors (Brent and DiObilda, 1993, listed in Appendix B and included in a list of references sent by NIFDI to the WWC) could have been appropriate to consider.


This quasi-experimental study was supported by grants from IES, the body that supports the WWC, and the National Institute for Child Health and Human Development (NICHHD). The authors examined growth in reading achievement during one school year of over 30,000 students in grades one to three who were randomly selected from almost 3000 classrooms. They compared changes in oral reading fluency from fall to spring of students in RM and five other curricula using growth curves and hierarchical linear modeling. The authors reported descriptive statistics at baseline on oral reading fluency for each of the groups in the analysis (p. 192) and for the total group. Of the 15 possible comparisons of a curriculum with RM, three exceeded the .25 criterion set by the WWC. On average, the RM sample differed from the other groups by .12 of the total s.d., while the absolute value of the deviations ranged from .03 to .40 of the total s.d.. The fact that three of the fifteen comparisons exceeded the established level of .25 s.d. apparently resulted in the study being rejected. Interestingly, the differences that were larger than the criterion appeared in only two of the three grade levels that were analyzed, and the authors reported results separately for each grade. It is unclear why the WWC chose to ignore all of the results rather than accepting those for the one grade level where the differences fell within the designated level. In addition, as explained in detail in the companion Technical Report (2014-3), the probability that at least one of the comparisons would involve differences than .25 s.d. would, by chance, be relatively high.

The authors summarized their findings as follows:

Overall, students in the Reading Mastery curriculum demonstrated generally greater overall ORF growth than students in other curricula. Also, they more frequently met or exceeded benchmarks for adequate achievement in first, second, and third grade (p. 209).

Effect sizes were calculated comparing RM with each of the other 5 curricula for each of the 3 grades for the total group and separately for high and low SES students, resulting in 15 effect sizes for each grade and 45 effect sizes in total. The calculated effect sizes ranged

---

41 The intercept in the growth models (from Table 3, p. 198) was used as the estimate of the posttest mean. The estimated common standard deviation for each comparison was calculated from data obtained from Table 2 (p. 192).
from 0 to .40, with an average of .23. Similar results occurred with both high and low SES students, but those were omitted from this analysis for the sake of simplicity.


McIntyre, et al. (2008) and Rightmyer, et al. (2006) report on the same data set. First grade teachers in 12 to 17 different schools and 37 classrooms were asked to nominate “struggling” students for inclusion in the study. There were two to five students in each class. Gains in reading achievement over time were compared for students in schools using Reading Mastery (n = 56 in Grade 1) and those using other models (total n = 52 in Grade 1), all described as “non-scripted”: Breakthrough to Literacy, Early Success, Four Blocks, and Together We Can. Clay’s Hearing Sounds in Words was used to measure gains from fall to spring of first grade and the Flynt Cooper Informal Reading Inventory was used to measure gains from the beginning of first to end of second and the beginning of second to the end of third. Pretesting occurred in September and posttesting in May. Gain scores, rather than pretest and posttest scores, are reported. The results reported by McIntyre, et al. (2008) and Rightmyer, et al. (2006) were combined. The 13 effect sizes calculated from their data ranged from -.76 to .77, with an average of .11. While the use of gain scores controls for differences at pretest, the lack of actual pretest scores violates the WWC criterion and that is no doubt why the study was omitted. Although not mentioned by the WWC, the study could also be omitted because it focused on “struggling” readers, rather than general education students.

29) O’Brien, D. M., & Ware, A. M. (2002). Implementing research-based reading programs in the Fort Worth Independent School District. Journal of Education for Students Placed At Risk, 7(2), 167-195. Note that this study was also rejected at step 2 of the WWC’s evaluation. Two different types of analysis were used in the article, and that may be the reason that the study was included at two different stages. To parallel the WWC report, we discussed the article in both Appendix C and D. In the meta-analysis results, given in the companion report, results reported in Appendix C and D are kept separate when design is used as the Level 2 variable and combined when site of the study is used as the Level 2 variable.

O’Brien and Ware reported results of an evaluation of the implementation of Reading Mastery and Open Court in the Fort Worth Independent School District, replacing a whole language program that was used in earlier years. Implementations began with the lowest
performing schools in the district and principals chose the reading program that they would implement. In the first year, 32 schools participated; 18 principals chose to use RM and 14 chose to use OC. In the second year, 2 additional schools chose RM and the remaining 25 used a slightly different version of OC. Some schools continued to use their traditional whole language approach. The students in the traditional program were less likely to be minorities or to qualify for free or reduced lunch. The students in the OC and RM programs had similar socio-demographic characteristics. Training and support was provided for both the OC and RM implementations. Implementation fidelity was monitored.

Results of two assessments were reported. Those with the first assessment were discussed in Appendix C with the analysis of studies rejected at step 2. The second assessment was the Stanford Achievement Test (9th edition). Because the groups of schools differed in socio-demographic characteristics, value added regression analyses were used to control for prior test scores and demographic variables. (The article did not report the standard deviation for each group in the analysis, and thus we could not test the actual extent to which these fall scores varied.) To control for prior scores and demographic characteristics spring NCE scores on the SAT were regressed on fall scores and demographics. Data reported here are for the kindergarten students (Table 8, p. 190). The resulting regression equations were used to calculate effect sizes comparing RM students to those in the two Open Court curricula and in the traditional whole language approach for the total group and for sub-groups of African American, Hispanic, and White students. Effect sizes ranged from .03 to .60 with an average value of .26. Given the differences between the schools in demographic characteristics, it is quite likely that the groups would have been unequal at pretest, and thus violated the WWC criteria. Unfortunately, the authors did not include sufficient pretest information to determine the extent of these differences, although they were, of course, controlled in the multivariate analysis.


The second article (Stockard and Engelmann, 2010) included results from two separate studies, one of which involves a subset of the data used in the Stockard (2011) analysis. Because both used the same design, the results were combined in the meta-analysis that used design as the level two measure. Both reports used a cohort control group design to compare growth of reading skills of students who had RM from the beginning of kindergarten (full exposure cohorts) with other students. For the 2011 piece, data on almost

42 Because NCE scores have, by definition, a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 21.06, the unstandardized regression coefficients were divided by this standard deviation to obtain the effect size.
1700 students were obtained from three districts, including five separate schools. The author provides an extensive discussion (p. 5) on how the design counters the “reactive effects” that are common when employing random assignment in institutional settings and presents data showing that the students in the two cohorts were equivalent in three measures commonly used to assess risk of learning difficulties: receipt of free or reduced lunch and minority status. Descriptive data were given on DIBELS nonsense word fluency (NWF) from the beginning of kindergarten to fall of second grade and on oral reading fluency (ORF) from winter of first grade through spring of third grade. Linear growth models were used to examine changes in scores over time, controlling for students’ at-risk status. Results indicated that, by the middle of kindergarten, those in the full exposure cohorts had significantly higher skills than students in the other cohorts, who did not have RM in kindergarten, and scores that were equal to or higher than a national sample. The effect sizes associated with comparisons with the cohort with no exposure to RM were .76 in winter and .73 in spring. Those associated with comparisons to national data were .65 and .69 (page 8). Note that because these comparisons are limited to kindergarten students they only include students who either did or did not have exposure to RM.

Similar data were given in the 2010 piece, for fewer schools. Data were provided on pre-literacy skills using assessments from the DIBELS measures: initial sound fluency and letter naming fluency. There were no significant differences between the cohorts, and the differences between the means ranged from .07 to .08 of the common standard deviation. This value is slightly above the WWC’s cut-off criterion for analysis without statistical controls. But, as in the 2011 analysis, growth curve models were used to analyze the data, controlling for students’ initial skills. The results parallel those discussed above for the larger sample in the 2011 article.

One of the articles did not include pretest data in the form of start of kindergarten scores, and the WWC may well have concluded that the use of demographic risk factors was unsuitable as a pretest control. Another report of these data was rejected for inclusion at step 2 (Stockard, 2010, number 24 in Appendix C) because of the nature of the design. That report does include the pretest scores, showing as noted immediately above that they were well within the WWC limits, albeit with statistical controls required. Interestingly, the author of the study was not contacted to see if such information were available, even though the WWC protocols indicate that such information will be solicited when it would aid a review. (The results of study number 24 in Appendix C are combined with those of these articles in the mixed model analysis in the companion report that uses site as the unit of analysis.)

**Design Included Unacceptable Confound**

Ten studies were rejected at step three for having an unacceptable confound. The present analysis determined that six of these decisions were appropriate, but found reason to question four of the decisions. Studies in both groups are described below.
Appropriate to Omit
In this study RM was used for all Tier 3 students and for some Tier 2 students, but results were not reported separately for these students. Thus, the decision to omit the article is appropriate for data were not reported for a group that did not have RM.

In this study the data regarding RM were combined with that of other curricula, so the decision to omit the study is appropriate.

In this study results with RM were combined with those of two other curricula, so the decision to omit the study is appropriate.

This article combines the results of RM with other curricula, so the decision to omit the study is appropriate.

The intervention in this study used only selected portions from RM and combined these selections with other material. Again, the decision to omit the study is appropriate.

This study combined RM with another reading program. Thus, the decision to omit the work is appropriate.

Potentially Inappropriate Decisions to Exclude
This study examined the impact of implementation of Reading Mastery in the Houston public schools, comparing changes in 20 schools that implemented the program with those in 20 comparison schools. The schools were matched on demographic characteristics (receipt of free or reduced lunch, ethnicity, and English language proficiency) and average achievement (meeting the state mandated reading performance requirements) (p. 144). The matching occurred in the first year of the program. Within the pool of possible matches the school that was geographically closest to the RM school was chosen. Because the program was gradually implemented over a few years the authors were able to examine the longitudinal impact of the program and the extent to which greater exposure to the program increased scores. Assessments varied over the years, with individual assessments (the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test) used only in the first year (for kindergarten students in fall and spring) and district-mandated assessments in later years: the teacher administered Texas Primary Reading Inventory (TPRI) in winter and spring (kindergarten), the Stanford Achievement Test Word Reading and Reading Comprehension scales (grades 1 and 2, word reading only for kindergarten), and the Texas Learning Index from the state assessment program (grade 3), for one year. Teachers were trained in the use of the program, given in-class support, and observed to determine fidelity to the program. Given the four year duration of the study and the multiple grades and schools involved, the probability of issues with attrition and comparability of samples was not small. The authors report (pp. 149-50) special efforts to ensure comparability and test for the impact of differential attrition.

The authors used multilevel modeling techniques in all analyses, with individual student as the first level and classroom (or teacher) as the second level. This adjusts for the lack of independence among children studying within the same classroom. Analyses within each grade also adjusted for the number of years students were exposed to the program (p. 150). Pretest data were available for only one year (1997-98) and only for kindergarten students. The authors reported, “Results indicate that groups did not differ in the fall, F(1,412)=.08, p<=.78; and there was no evidence for heterogeneity of regression.” Seventeen effect sizes could be computed, and they ranged from .07 to 7.85 in value, with an average of .79. Eleven of the values were greater than .25. The extraordinarily large effect size occurred for the WJRM Test of word identification for kindergarten students. When that value is omitted, the range is .07 to .66, and the average is .35, still well above the cut-off for educationally significant results.

The study was also rejected for inclusion in the 2008 WWC report on Reading Mastery and Beginning Reading because of a supposed confound. Given the quality of the study, the
reason for its exclusion was of special interest to the NIFDI Research Office. The only intervention in the experimental schools was Reading Mastery, and as with the other studies, the results strongly favored this curriculum. After scouring the article, we found one possible explanation for the WWC’s determination that there was a confounding effect. On page 143, the authors described the intervention: “In addition to the teaching of skills directly related to the RM curricula, the … program also strives to provide teachers with strong classroom management techniques” (p. 143).44 A September 8, 2008, communication from Mathematica confirmed this interpretation, with the statement that, “A careful reading of Carlson and Francis indicates that findings cannot be separated into effects of Reading Mastery alone and effects of Reading Mastery supplemented by the support provided to teachers through the RITE program” (Dynarski, p. 5).

The NIFDI Research Office responded to this judgment as follows:

In reality, strong classroom management is an integral element of the Direct Instruction approach. Training teachers in such management is part of the in-service training that teachers receive in learning how to implement the curriculum as well as prominently included within the teacher’s guide to the program. Part of the reason that DI is so successful is that it provides not just well designed curricular materials but well developed, research-based guidance on how the curriculum should be administered. Classroom management was not a confounding element of the intervention, but was an integral part of the curriculum and its appropriate delivery. More importantly, virtually all curricular programs include elements of teacher training and discussions of classroom management. It is reasonable to argue that if studies of Reading Mastery that include training for teachers are to be excluded, all other studies that include training for teachers should also be excluded. We know of virtually no legitimate curriculum that does not include some type of instructional overview for teachers (Stockard, 2008, p. 11).

There are other reasons that the WWC could decide to omit the study. As noted above, pretest data were available for only one grade and cohort, although the differences were well within the limits required by the WWC and there were extensive statistical controls. However, the results were all obtained from one district, albeit a very large district and involving 40 schools, and thus the study could be rejected with the “one unit” criterion.


44 The WWC Reading Mastery bibliography lists the Carlson and Francis article as in the Journal of Direct Instruction. The article also appeared in the Journal of Education for Students Placed at Risk in 2002, volume 2, issue 2, pp. 141-166. The page number in the text refers to this citation.
In this study 36 kindergarten students in four classrooms in one school were randomly assigned to treatment groups. All of the students were described as being “at risk” and having scores in the bottom quartile of the Brigance Diagnostic Inventory of Basic Skills. However, students who were developmentally delayed or received special education services were excluded. (Forty students were originally in the study, but attrition dropped them to 36.) Sixteen of the students were in the school’s usual instructional program, with seven receiving their traditional classroom reading instruction and nine receiving one-on-one tutoring in a phonological awareness program developed and taught by the school staff. The other 20 students were assigned to Direct Instruction training. Half of these students received group instruction in Reading Mastery, and half received one-on-one tutoring guided by the book Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons. This book is written by the author of RM and incorporates all of the strategies used in RM but in a format that is appropriate for tutoring. Students in the intervention group received tutoring from graduate students from a nearby university and those in the control group received tutoring from school staff. Instruction occurred daily for one hour for four weeks. Phonological skills were assessed with the Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing. Analysis of covariance was used to control for pretest scores when assessing the differences between the groups. Results indicated a statistically significant difference between the groups and an associated effect size of .49 (p. 94). Because there was differential attrition between the two groups, the author assessed the possibility that such differences might have arisen from the treatments and found no evidence for that possibility.

The WWC provided no discussion of why they rejected the study. One possible explanation could involve the combination of RM and Teach Your Child to Read (TYCR). This combination parallels, of course, the combination of tutoring and whole class instruction in the control group. The curricular content of RM and TYCR is very similar. In addition, the author included a test of homogeneity of slopes to test if there was interaction of the treatment and the covariate (the pretest scores), and the results were insiginificant (F=0.03, p = .87). It is also possible that the study was rejected because the DI groups were taught by graduate students and the control groups were taught by school staff. Finally, it is possible that the study was rejected because limited data on pretest scores were given, even though subjects were randomly assigned and the analysis of covariance clearly controlled for any differences that might have occurred. Finally, it is possible that the WWC would reject the study because data came from one school, even though multiple teachers were involved. It is not clear if the WWC requested additional information from the author, such as a breakdown of results by groups.

The article reports on a comparison of 6 schools in the Baltimore City Public School System (BCPSS) that implemented Reading Mastery as part of a whole school intervention project with 6 other schools matched on demographic characteristics.\[^{45}\] Outcome measures were scores on the reading comprehension subtest of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) and a curriculum-based measure of oral reading fluency. Covariates used as controls included the Peabody Picture Vocabulary test (for those entering the study in Kindergarten) and CTBS scores from previous years. The authors report effect sizes, controlling for pretest scores and demographic variables.\[^{46}\] Results are given for two cohorts: one where the intervention group began RM in kindergarten and another in which the intervention group began RM in grade 2.

This study was rejected at step 3 because “the intervention was not implemented as designed.” This determination is understandable, given a lengthy discussion (pp. 200-202) of problems in implementation fidelity at the schools and variations across sites. In this discussion the authors justify their decision to retain data on schools that were judged by the developer of RM to have used the program with lower levels of fidelity, They justify their inclusion of schools that did not implement as the developer deemed necessary, arguing that “a process evaluation cannot disregard the cases that fail to meet this standard or the reasons they fail to meet it” (pp. 202).\[^{47}\] However, to address some of the concerns

\[^{45}\] Note that this is the same population used by Butler (2003) and discussed in Appendix C. Another article (Stockard, 2011a, listed in Appendix B) also uses this data set, but it was not included in the WWC list. It examines a longer time period than the Mac Iver and Kemper article and also includes more extensive analysis of the impact of implementation fidelity on results. The Butler and Mac Iver and Kemper articles are combined in the mixed model analyses in the companion report when site is used as the level 2 variable.

\[^{46}\] The average PPVT score (NCE) at the start of Kindergarten was 29.7 for the intervention group and 31.6 for the comparison group. This difference is .09 of the standard deviation of 21.06 for NCE scores, favoring the comparison group. The value was within the WWC limitations of acceptability if statistical controls are used, as the authors did.

\[^{47}\] Interestingly, the authors also appear to assert that if a program (such as RM) requires that students learn to mastery one cannot have a valid measure of its effectiveness: “... because the program [RM] also requires that students learn to mastery before teachers are able to progress further with lessons, it appears that the developer’s definition of successful implementation incorporates a student outcome component. This blurring of distinctions between implementation and student outcomes (even if not the same outcome measure as used in the evaluation) complicates the evaluation process, especially if the developer claims that implementation is low because a certain number of lessons were not mastered in kindergarten.” (p. 201)

In other words, the authors appear to suggest that because successful implementation involves ensuring that students learn (master) the content and that they do so at a pace that enables children to catch up with grade level peers, appropriate implementation makes it difficult to have an independent assessment of learning outcomes. In the view of the author of this technical report, this logic seems to present a “damned if you do and damned if you don’t” scenario. If one teaches to mastery and at a pace needed to catch up with others (a very central element of Direct Instruction), the logic of teaching to mastery as part of the program can challenge the “objective” nature of other assessments. On the other hand, if you don’t follow the requirements of the program (e.g. do not teach to mastery and do not accelerate pace of learning) students will not learn as much and scores on outcome tests will be lower. A logic that seems to argue for low fidelity of implementation in order to avoid a “blurring” of implementation fidelity and outcome measurement is extraordinarily difficult to understand, for such logic would appear to result in a very invalid test of the intervention.
regarding fidelity, results were reported separately, at some points, for data from schools that worked directly with the developer of RM and may have had higher levels of fidelity and those that did not.

The authors report a large number of results, some of which control for demographic characteristics and some of which do not. For the current purposes we have used the effect sizes obtained from regression equations that controlled for demographic variables and pretest scores (Table 1, p. 203). The effect sizes with all schools included ranged from -.04 to +.21, with an average of 0.7. When only the schools with higher fidelity were included, the effects ranged from 0.0 to .21, with an average value of .11. Given that the WWC rejected the study because of apparent concerns with fidelity, we have only included the higher fidelity results in our analysis. This would, supposedly, be the results the WWC would have chosen to include if they had retained the study. The study appears to meet the WWC criteria for group equivalence at pretest (albeit with a need for statistical controls). However, the WWC might choose to reject the study because all the data came from one district, thus violating the “one unit” rule.


This study compared the reading performance of 31 students from a low income rural area in the southeast who were taught with a traditional basal approach (using the Houghton-Mifflin Reading Series) or with Reading Mastery. Students were nominated by their teachers as needing extra help and were randomly assigned to one of the groups. There were no significant differences between the groups before the intervention on either the Otis Lennon School Abilities Test or the total Reading Score of the Woodcock Johnson Reading Mastery Test. Students in the comparison classrooms were taught by their regular teachers (2 classrooms) and a university practicum teacher. Students in the RM group were taught by Masters degree practicum students, again with four teachers in total. Students were taught daily for the entire year. The HM teachers had been using their program for a number of years. The RM teachers were given training before they began. All teachers were observed “at least weekly” (p. 116) and given feedback to enhance their fidelity to the respective programs. Analysis of scores on the WJRM test at the end of the year indicated that students with RM had significantly higher scores on the total battery as well as subtests of passage comprehension and word identification. Effect sizes were very large, ranging from 1.11 to 4.01, with an average of 2.44.

We are unsure why this paper was judged to have a confound. Both programs were implemented as designed with checks, at least weekly, to ensure that there was program fidelity. Both groups had two teachers involved, although the comparison group had more experienced teachers. This, however, would work against the possibility that the RM
students would have higher scores. Training of the RM teachers was explicitly mentioned, but one would assume that the basal teachers, given their longer years of experience, would also have had such training. It is also probable, however, that the study would have been rejected for a lack of group equivalence. Differences between the groups at pretest (calculated from the t-values) were .14 of a standard deviation for the Otis-Lennon, with scores favoring the experimental group. Differences at pretest on the Woodcock Johnson were -.33 of a standard deviation, with scores favoring the control group. The average difference was -.10, favoring the control group. However, the WWC routinely rejects a study in which any pretest difference exceeds .25 of a standard deviation, even if the differences average out to below the criterion. The WWC could also reject the study because it occurred in one school (albeit the only school in a small rural, very low income area), and thus violating the one unit rule.

**One Unit Per Condition**

Seven articles were rejected under the “one unit per condition” standard. The decision to exclude appears to be appropriate for three of these studies, but arguably inappropriate for four of them. All the articles are described below.

**Appropriate to Exclude**


This study appears to use the same sample that was used for the Ryder, et al (2003) analysis discussed above. There was no group of students in the comparison that received only RM for reading instruction. Thus, the decision of the WWC to exclude the study appears to be appropriate, although perhaps not for the given standard.


This article reports a descriptive case study of 27 second graders in one school, designed to qualitatively understand the way in which they used reading strategies and comprehended what they read. All students in this study had RM, and there was no comparison to another curriculum or to normative data. The study will not be used in our meta-analysis, and the decision of the WWC to exclude the study appears appropriate.


This study combined results of Reading Mastery with other programs, so it is impossible to separate out the impact of RM. We will omit the Wills, et al. (2010) piece from our meta-analysis. The decision by the WWC to omit it is appropriate.
Arguably Inappropriate Decisions to Exclude


This study compared the reading achievement, measured by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, of two classes of second grade students, both taught by the same teacher. In the first year (n=20 students) the teacher used the basal reader that the district had been using for a number of years. In the second year (n=16 students) the teacher used RM, with implementation and coaching support from an external consultant. The author reported no difference between the two groups in scores on the Georgia Kindergarten Assessment Program and concluded that they had equivalent intellectual ability at the start of their schooling. Posttest scores on the ITBS indicated significant differences between the groups. The effect size associated with differences on the total score of the ITBS was 1.60.\(^48\)

The WWC did not give details on why this study was rejected, but it probably relates to the fact that the same teacher and the same school were involved. Yet, the design of this study, which could be termed a pretest-posttest control group design, is one that is recommended by the CCSS tradition for schools. Having the same teacher administer a treatment to different cohorts is a standard way to counter the confounding effect of one teacher per treatment. Although the author reported that there were no differences between the groups in their scores on the ability test given at the start of kindergarten, numbers for these scores were not reported and thus it was not possible to check the extent to which the groups actually differed. This could be another reason that the WWC would reject the article.


This dissertation examined growth in reading achievement of second grade students enrolled in two different schools with very similar demographic characteristics in a rural South Carolina community. The students were all characterized as “struggling readers,” scoring at least one year behind grade level on the NWEA Measures of Academic Progress at the beginning of the school year. Students in one school (42 students, 5 classrooms) had Guided Reading as the curriculum, and students at the other school (24 students, 3 classrooms) had Reading Mastery. The Measures of Academic Progress were assessed at fall (pre-test), mid-year, and in the spring. Instruction occurred for 7 months. Results indicated that the students in RM had less progress over time than students in the Guided Reading Program. The associated effect sizes were -.51 for the mid-year testing and -.55 for

\(^48\) This effect size was calculated from the t-ratio reported in the article. Mean scores were given for the three subtests (vocabulary, comprehension and language), all of which showed the same pattern. Standard deviations were not, however, reported for these values.
the spring testing. The fall pretest scores also showed a slight advantage for the Guided Reading group (d=−.12). Analysis of covariance was used to control for these pretest differences.

It is possible that the WWC chose to omit this study using the “one unit” standard because the students came from two schools. However, multiple teachers were involved in both the intervention and comparison condition, pretest differences fell within the WWC established range, and multivariate statistics were used to control for initial differences between the groups. It will be included in our meta-analysis.

37a and b) SRA/McGraw-Hill. (2009). A report on the effects of SRA/McGraw-Hill’s Reading Mastery, Signature Edition: A response to intervention solution. DeSoto, TX: Author. This report describes the results of implementing RM with students in grades 2 to 4 at an inner city school in New York City. The school had a very high poverty rate and a large minority student population. The authors reported that the principal and the researchers initially intended to use a randomized control group design. However, “as word of an impending reading intervention study spread throughout the school, an overwhelming majority of the teachers asked the principal if they could participate in the study” (p. 3). The principal asked that the study be modified to include all of the interested teachers.49

Two types of data were gathered: the percentage of students scoring at the proficient level or higher on the New York ELA assessment and the percentage of students at grade level on the Rigby Reading Diagnostic and Evaluation System, a standardized assessment adapted from the Metropolitan Achievement Test. Two different designs were used. A cohort control group design was used to analyze both the EAL and the Rigby data. The percentage of third grade students who met proficiency standards in 2008 before the implementation began (29.9%) was compared with the percentage who met the standards in 2009 (87.5%). In addition the percentage of students in grades two through four that were at grade level in the spring of 2008 was compared with the percentage at grade level in the spring of 2009. In all four comparisons the percentages were strikingly higher for the 2009 data. Effect sizes ranged from .73 to 1.46, with an average of 1.13. A second analysis used a pretest-posttest norm comparison panel design. This analysis compared the percentage of third graders in 2008 who scored at the proficient level on the EAL (29.9%) with the percentage of students in this cohort who scored at the proficient level in 2009 when they were fourth graders

49 Data were given in graphs from four peer schools, selected on the basis of similar demographics and past academic performance. All of the peer schools had higher scores on the New York English Language Arts (ELA) exam than the target school, and these differences were larger than the WWC cutoff, ranging from .24 of a s.d. to 1.15 s.d. Results shown in a graph indicate that the changes in the average percentile score from one year to the next were substantially larger in the target school (18.0 points) than in the other schools (where changes ranged from a decline of 14.8 points to an increase of 6.0 points, average = −.58). Unfortunately insufficient data were available to calculate effect sizes that captured the change in the target school in comparison to the peer schools.
Using a simple difference of proportions test the estimated effect size associated with this change was .23.\(^{50}\) The results from the two designs were treated separately in the mixed model analysis that used designs as the level two measure. The results from the two designs were combined in the analysis that had site as the level two measure.

The WWC probably rejected this study using the one unit rule because the data only came from one school. However, multiple grades and teachers were involved in the study.


This article included data from two different sites. (Results from the other site are given in number 30 above.) The analysis for this part of the study involved data obtained from two schools in the same district, situated a short distance from each other and with very similar socio-demographic characteristics. Each school had at least three teachers for each grade. One of the schools used RM as a core curriculum, while the other used Open Court. Pretest data from the DIBELS system on two pre-literacy skills (letter naming fluency and initial sound fluency) indicated no significant differences between the groups. The differences at baseline were .13 of the common standard deviation for one measure and .22 of a standard deviation for the other. With one measure the control group was higher and with the other the RM group was higher. Note that the differences were greater than the .05 limit used by the WWC, but smaller than .25 limit. Moreover, when the differences were averaged (for they went in opposite directions) the average fell within the WWC established limits. The authors used growth curve analysis to examine changes over time in nonsense word fluency (NWF) and oral word fluency lexiles, statistically controlling for differences in initial skills.

Results for NWF indicated “a widening gap in the NWF scores of students in the two groups” over time, with students in the RM school having slightly lower scores at mid-kindergarten (d= -.21), but at the last testing point for NWF (spring of first grade), having higher scores (d=.24). Note that for the change over time the effect size (d) = .45. At the first data point for ORF, the effect size was .46 in favor of the RM students and this effect persisted through the end of third grade, when the effect size in favor of the RM students was .42. The coefficient associated with group in the linear growth models for the analysis of ORF scores, which controlled for initial skills, was highly significant. In total, the average of these 3 effects was .44.

This article appears to have been rejected for consideration because the comparison involved data from only two schools within the same district; that is, only one school in each

\(^{50}\) Caution should be used in interpreting this value because we did not have the actual panel data for the students. The appropriate test would have used data regarding the change for each student.
condition. However, there were multiple teachers at each grade and the data spanned four years of elementary school. In addition, the schools were very similar in baseline literacy skills and socio-demographic characteristics. Although the pretest differences slightly exceeded the criterion of .05 s.d. they were smaller than .25 s.d., and, when averaged, were below the criterion. Moreover, as allowed by WWC standards, multivariate analyses were used to adjust for the differences.
Appendix E
Summary List of Studies Identified by the WWC
That Could Have Been Considered


12) SRA/McGraw-Hill. (2005j). Phoenix inner-city students strive toward national reading average. Columbus, OH: The McGraw-Hill Companies. (Note this was also listed by the WWC as SRA/McGraw Hill (n.d.m)


Studies numbered 1 to 24 were rejected by the WWC at step 22. The remaining studies were rejected at step 3. For the mixed models (meta-analysis) reported in the companion technical report each of the 37 studies listed above was treated as a separate unit for the analysis that used design as the level 2 factor. For the analysis that used site as the second level variable, results from the following studies were combined: numbers 1 and 33, 6 and 29, 24 and 30, and the two study designs included in number 37. There were 38 level 2 units for the mixed model analysis that used design as the level 2 unit and 33 level 2 units for the mixed model analysis that used site as the level 2 unit.

Table E-1 summarizes the characteristics and results of these studies. The first column gives the study number, corresponding to the listings in Appendices C and D, and the second column gives the average effect size. The next set of columns summarize characteristics of the studies that are related to the WWC criteria and standards including
the presence of random assignment, use of multivariate statistical adjustments, a pretest-posttest control group design, the use of cohort control groups, characteristics related to the one unit rule (only two schools, only one school and only one district), and differences at pretest that exceed the WWC limits. Also included is the number of students in the study, the step at which the WWC rejected the study and the number of effects that were calculated from the study. These are the raw data that were used in the mixed model analyses described in the companion report.
### Table E-1
#### Characteristics of Studies Using Design as the Level 2 Measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Number</th>
<th>Average Effect Size</th>
<th>Random Assign.</th>
<th>Statistical Adjust.</th>
<th>Pretest Posttest</th>
<th>Cohort Cont. Gp.</th>
<th>Two Schools</th>
<th>Only One School</th>
<th>Only One District</th>
<th>Not Equal at Pretest</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
<th>Rejected at Step</th>
<th>Number of Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>22078</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>21003</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>22078</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1689</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>20508</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37A</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37B</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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